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Cancer involves the dysregulation of multiple signaling pathways in which

computational modeling can be applied to understand complex network re-

sponses. A computational modeling approach can be used to determine the

development of drug resistance in cancers, predict combination therapies, and

determine individualized treatment for cancer patients. To this end we have em-

ployed mechanistic modeling to a variety of cancer networks. In Chapter 1, we

review current methods and progress toward using computational methods for

cancer biology. Cancer is no longer considered one gene one disease and com-

putational modeling is an important tool in understanding the development of

many cancer types. In Chapter 2, we constructed a mechanistic model of the de-

velopment of castration resistant prostate cancer (CRPC). Analysis of the model

suggested that simultaneously targeting the PI3K and MAPK pathways in ad-

dition to anti-androgen therapies could be an effective treatment for CRPC. We

experimentally tested this hypothesis in both androgen dependent prostate can-

cer (ADPC) LNCaP cell lines and LNCaP derived CRPC C4-2 cells using three

inhibitors: the androgen receptor inhibitor MDV3100 (enzalutamide), the Raf

kinase inhibitor sorafenib, and the PI3K inhibitor LY294002. Consistent with

model predictions, cell viability decreased at 72 hrs in the dual and triple inhibi-

tion cases in both the LNCaP and C4-2 cell lines. In Chapter 3, we look at the im-

portance of network identification in mechanistic modeling of cancer networks.



Cancer is a complex disease and complete biological knowledge of the system

is often unknown. Using a small three node protein example we were able to

obtain a correct model structure with no a priorii knowledge of the system. We

then applied this method to determine transcription factor network structures

for six leukemia cell lines: K562, HL60, NB4, U937, HL60 R38+ and HL60 R38-.

Starting with an initial best guess model structure we were able to determine

additional network modifications for each cell line to improve model fit of ex-

perimental data. Potential future directions and closing remarks are offered in

Chapter 4. Taken together, the results of these studies demonstrated that com-

putational modeling can aid in identifying therapeutic targets and combination

treatments for cancer. Also, the use of computational modeling can improve

cancer network identification in the absence of complete biological knowledge.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Cancer1, once considered a monolithic disease, is a vast repertoire of dis-

eases divided into carcinomas (epithelial-originating cancers), sarcomas (con-

nective tissue cancers), leukemias (blood cancers), lymphomas, myelomas, and

mixed types like teratocarcinoma. All these diseases exhibit the “Hallmarks of

Cancer” as described by Hanahan and Weinburg in 2000 [95]. These charac-

teristics are (1) sustained proliferative signaling, (2) insensitivity to or evasion

of growth-suppressive signals, (3) resistance to or evasion of apoptosis, (4) lim-

itless renewal potential, (5) promotion of angiogenesis and (6) tissue invasion

and metastasis. In a more recent review, to this list Hanahan and Weinburg

added (7) altered metabolic signaling, and (8) resistance to immune destruction

and resulting inflammation [96]. These proposed hallmarks have in fact been

criticized: it was pointed out that 5 of the original 6 (excluding ability to metas-

tasize) are in fact characteristics of benign tumors as well [144]. Nonetheless,

a general consensus exists that cancers do exhibit the above listed attributes,

which can parsimoniously be described as notably harmful uncontrolled cell

proliferation. Cancer can unfortunately arise in essentially any tissue type, re-

sulting in “hundreds of different cancers” [246].

Cancer treatments have progressed over the years from surgery and

chemotherapy to targeted therapies. Currently, there are a multitude of small

molecule inhibitors on the market, including tyrosine kinase inhibitors, growth

factor receptor inhibitors, mTOR inhibitors, and angiogenesis inhibitors. In

addition, cancer vaccines are another up-and-coming therapy; Sipuleucel-T
1Adapted with permission from: Rogers K, Jensen H, Varner J. Physical and Logical Models

of Signal Transduction Processes in Cancer, (in prep).
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(Provenge) is an approved autologous vaccine for castration resistant prostate

cancer [250]. However, targeted therapies are proving less promising than pre-

viously anticipated. Of all anticancer agents tested in the preclinical setting,

only 5% are successfully licensed after making it to Phase III clinical testing

[115]. This low success rate is mainly due to poor candidate selection in the

preclinical arena, which arises from shortcomings on how cancer therapies are

pursued. Individual cell lines do not represent whole cancers; mouse xenografts

do not reflect the human case; treatments are tested as monotherapeutics rather

than combination therapies. Bevacizumab (Avastin) was a previously approved

angiogenesis inhibitor for breast cancer treatment, until the FDA revoked ap-

proval in 2011 (despite slowing metastatic growth, it did not help patients live

longer or improve prognosis, and had some harmful side effects) [192]. Emer-

gent resistance is also a major obstacle in cancer therapy, and can arise in re-

sponse to chemotherapeutic agents, kinase inhibitors, hormonal agents and im-

munomodulatory treatments. In some cases chemotherapeutic combinations

have been successful at overcoming resistance developed in response to sin-

gle agents; but often cancerous cells exhibit cross-resistance to alternative com-

pounds, or are de novo resistant to treatment [82]. Resistance, especially in

relation to kinase inhibitors, is often associated with an acquired mutation(s)

in the intended target; examples include the emergence of a mutation in Bcl-

Abl in chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) cells treated with imatinib, mu-

tation in PML-RAR in acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL) cells treated with

retinoic acid, and an EGFR mutation in gefitinib-treated non-small cell lung

cancer. These mutations are likely not produced by the treatment per se but

exist in subpopulations that are then positively selected [82]. However, such ac-

quired mutations are not the whole story of resistance. Genetic alterations can
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arise in signaling factors upstream or downstream of the target. Enhanced ERK

activation results from MEK1 mutation or a mutant NRas that acts through c-

Raf; both of these mechanisms render B-Raf inhibition ineffectual [82]. Bypass

mechanisms result when a downstream effector of the target is activated via

an alternative pathway, or when feedback inhibition is inadvertently relieved

[82]. Beyond this, sometimes no resulting mutations can be identified. Even

pathway-independent resistance is possible, such as altered tumor angiogen-

esis in response to both EGFR inhibitors and therapeutic anti-EGFR antibody

[82]. Resistance is, overall, poorly understood at present.

It is evident that cancers are diseases epitomized by dysregulation of entire

networks. Although all cancers have a genetic basis, with genome alterations

either inherited or induced from external factors (viruses, carcinogens, radia-

tion), holistic understanding at the genetic, intracellular, tissue and extracellular

(tumor environment) and physiological level is still necessary to develop suc-

cessful future therapeutics for such a complex disease. It is also necessary to

cease considering cancers as one gene one disease and begin exploring combi-

nation treatments [203]. A computational modeling approach can be used to

determine the development of drug resistance in cancers, predict combination

therapies, and determine individualized treatment for cancer patients. Below

we address some of the current methods and progress toward using computa-

tional methods for cancer biology.

1.1 Current approaches: Kinetic Models

Cancer involves the dysregulation of multiple signaling pathways in which

computational modeling can be applied to understand complex network re-
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sponses. One of the most common modeling approaches for signal transduction

networks is through a set of coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs), us-

ing mass action kinetics [5]. The equations used are derived from established

chemical and physical theory [5]. ODE kinetic models often require exten-

sive prior knowledge of network structure, rate constants and initial conditions

[135]. Even with this, the ability of ODE models to capture dynamics makes

it a particularly useful tool in studying cell signaling. A small example ODE

model is shown in Figure 1.1. In the early 1990s, Lauffenburger and coworkers

developed early biophysical and kinetic models of epidermal growth factor re-

ceptor (EGFR) signaling in fibroblastic cells and interleukin 2 receptor signaling

in T-cells [229, 76]. Both models provided key insights into critical network pa-

rameters involved in cell proliferation. A more potent ligand for EGFR was later

developed using these models [197]. Additional ODE models were developed

focusing on downstream signaling due to the presence of growth factors and its

effect on cell fate decisions [134, 214].

Almost two decades later, multiple cancer signal transduction systems have

been studied using an ODE framework. DNA damage response was studied

with a p53/MdM2 network model [45]. The model contained negative and pos-

itive feedback loops, that subsequently led to oscillations in p53 protein levels.

Apoptosis through caspase regulatory networks has been explored using ex-

perimental training data from HeLa cells [198, 3, 4]. Analysis of the mammalian

NF-B system by Hoffman and coworkers, predicted bimodal signal characteris-

tics of the IB-NF-B signaling module [110]. Other important cancer signaling

systems that have been explored include RTK and MAPK (mitogen-activated

protein kinase) cascades [20, 214, 23, 41], JAK-STAT signaling [232, 254], and

Wnt signaling [249, 248, 136].
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As cancer often involves dysregulation of multiple signaling pathways as

well as crosstalk and feedback between pathways, larger systems need to be

developed to provide a more accurate portrayal of cancer networks. For ex-

ample, a model by Kim et al. discovered a positive feedback loop between the

Wnt and ERK pathways [136]. A model by Borisov et al. predicted increased

mitogenic signaling due to crosstalk between insulin and EGF signaling net-

works [23]. This model predicted and experiments confirmed that inhibition

of PIP3 positive feedback abolished the increased mitogenic signaling due to

insulin. Tasseff et al. developed a model to reveal new targets for androgen
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independent prostate cancer [241]. Initially, treatments for prostate cancer tar-

get the androgen receptor signaling pathway, but often the cancer progresses

into an androgen independent phenotype. The model includes androgen re-

ceptor signaling as well as crosstalk between the androgen receptor and the

MAPK pathway, itself a predicted mechanism for the development of androgen

independent prostate cancer [72]. As more complete knowledge of interactions

between signaling pathways is elucidated, computational models will become

even more important in aiding in the understanding of these complex networks.

Often, the option of adding all known biology to computational models of

cancer signal transduction networks is not possible. Model size is often lim-

ited due to the difficulty in solving for unknown model parameters. Gadkar

et al. showed that it was often impossible to identify all the parameters in sig-

nal transduction methods even with near perfect knowledge of the system and

high frequency sampling [80]. A report by Apgar et al. examined the impor-

tance of experimental design in generating better training and validation data

sets for model identification [10]. Alternatively, it was suggested by Bailey, more

than a decade ago, that qualitative and quantitative knowledge of complex bi-

ological systems could be achieved in the absence of complete structural and

parameter knowledge [13]. Later, Sethna and coworkers showed that the sen-

sitivity of model behavior and predictive ability was dependent on only a few

parameter combinations, a characteristic common to multiparameter signaling

models referred to as “sloppiness” [55]. Thus, even with limited parameter in-

formation reasonable model predictions could be possible. Taking advantage

of this sloppy model hypothesis, we have developed techniques for parame-

ter identification using ensembles of deterministic models. A multi-objective

optimization approach, Pareto optimal ensemble techniques (POETs), explores
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parameter space while accounting for uncertainty and conflicts in experimental

training data [227]. We have proposed that the sloppiness of biological mod-

els may be a source of cell-to-cell [148] or even patient-to-patient heterogeneity

[164]. Recently, cell-to-cell heterogeneity has been explored through Bayesian

techniques of parameter estimation [101, 127]. This cell-to-cell heterogeneity is

applicable to cancer in that often resistance can occur due to a small subpopu-

lation of drug-resistant cells [47]. By studying how individual cells will react to

external stimuli we can understand how drug resistance occurs and determine

additional therapeutic targets.

1.2 Current approaches: Logical Models

Due to the size constraint in kinetic models, other computational methods have

been utilized for modeling cancer networks. One such method is known as

logic based modeling. Logic based models are graphical representations of sig-

naling networks in which the nodes of the graph represent proteins and the

edges represent interactions [174]. The components are connected with logical

gates, where each gate relates inputs to outputs. A subset of these, known as

Boolean logic models, divide network components into one of two activation

states (on and off). These models are simpler than mechanistic models, but one

limitation is relating nonbinary data to two distinct activation states (on and off)

[135]. Multiple approaches have been added to logic based models to allow for

the modeling of intermediate states of activity. For example, in multistate dis-

crete models additional levels between 0 and 1 are specified [174]. Additionally,

fuzzy logic has been utilized to allow for component values to range continu-

ously from 0 to 1 [174]. Figure 1.2 shows a schematic logical model framework
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of a logical model framework. A. Simple logi-
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and the difference in outputs from using boolean states vs fuzzy states.

Logic based models are important to cancer research, because they are typ-

ically simpler to solve than mechanistic models and less a priori knowledge is

required. In the earliest known logical based biological model, Kauffman used

discrete logic to model gene regulation [131]. In 2000, Huang and Ingber were
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one of the first to develop a logic-based model of a cell-signaling network. The

model explored different fates (proliferation, differentiation, apoptosis) of indi-

vidual cells due to external stimuli and specific molecular cues [112]. Due to the

large scale of cancer networks, many logical models of biological networks have

been developed. A Boolean model, containing 94 nodes and 123 interactions, of

T cell receptor signaling predicted unexpected signaling events that were ex-

perimentally validated [207]. Using a Boolean logic model of EGFR signaling,

qualitative model predictions were compared to high-throughput data from hu-

man hepatocytes and liver cancer cells (HepG2) [210]. The use of logical models

may also be able to give some insight into medical applications. Boolean mod-

els portraying the early response of liver cells to cytokines and small molecule

inhibitors were developed by training against primary human hepatocytes and

four liver cancer cell lines [205, 206]. These Boolean models, in combination

with high-throughput data, predicted distinct models for each cell type with

models clustering into normal and diseased sets. Heiser and coworkers uti-

lized a Pathway Logic model to determine EGFR-MAPK signaling in 30 breast

cancer lines [106]. The model identified Pak1 as a key node in regulating the

MAPK cascade when over-expressed. Through experimental validation they

determined that Pak1 over-expressing luminal breast cancer cell lines have in-

creased sensitivity to MEK inhibition. Zhang et al. developed a Boolean model

of T cell large granular lymphocyte (T-LGL) leukemia to understand signaling

components leading to survival of cytotoxic T lymphocytes [276]. The model

predicted that apoptosis in T-LGL leukemia could be induced by inhibiting

PDGF signaling and that Sphingosine kinase 1 and NF-B were both essential

for survival of cytotoxic T lymphocytes. Using fuzzy logic can be an improve-

ment of boolean models by allowing for intermediate states of activity, instead
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of assuming genes as on or off. Aldridge et al. modeled cell signaling of TNF,

EGF, and insulin receptors in human colon carcinoma cells using fuzzy logic

[6]. The model predicted a pro-survival relationship between MK2 and ERK

pathways. Logical models can be extremely useful in cases where mechanistic

knowledge of the system is incomplete.

1.3 Current Approach: Multiscale Models

Cancer is a multiscale disease. As mentioned previously, holistic understanding

at the genetic, intracellular, tissue, extracellular (tumor environment), and phys-

iological level is required in order to develop successful future therapeutics. The

next step from in silico intracellular signaling network models is multiscale mod-

els that dynamically recapitulate tumor cell migration (metastasis), angiogene-

sis, and other microenvironment effects like cell-cell interactions and/or nutri-

ent delivery. Multiscale mathematical angiogenesis models (reviewed in [196])

were developed as early as the 1970s. Now, there is a vast array of literature

for modeling multiscale systems using different methods. Multiscale models

[59] are generally either continuous (employing partial differential equations),

discrete (employing stochastic methods), or hybrid models. Continuum models

[233, 170] are advantageous for describing an entire range of spatial and tem-

poral properties, but often result in a population-averaged view of the modeled

tumor. Discrete methods [36, 102] are better suited for revealing the emergent

properties of individual cell decisions, but these methods tend to be less scal-

able [35]. The most prevalent hybrid method is agent based modeling (ABM) in

which discrete autonomous “agents” (which exist in different states) act within

a spatially and temporally continuous environment. A set of rules determines
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how the continuous environment influences the agents, and/or vice versa.

Multiscale ABM models [132] can follow a top-down or bottom-up approach

and may (bottom-up) or may not (top-down) be coupled to intracellular signal-

ing dynamics. Top-down approaches employ coarse-grained empirical rules

to describe global system characteristics, and are easy to implement with soft-

ware packages like NetLogo [223] or CompuCell [9]. Meanwhile bottom-up ap-

proaches are becoming more popular for modeling biological complexity, using

signaling networks to guide the action of agents [35]. Avascular cancer growth

was modeled by Ferreira et al. using nutrient reaction-diffusion, cell prolifera-

tion and death, and cell motility; the model qualitatively captured commonly

observed morphologies for primary tumors [73]. In 2005, Jiang et al. described

another model for avascular mulitcellular tumors, which employed a Boolean

network at the subcellular level, a lattice Monte Carlo model for proliferation

and adhesion at the cellular level, and reaction-diffusion dynamics for extracel-

lular chemicals concentrations [123]. CancerSim is an agent based simulation

developed by Abbott et al. that recapitulates the “Hallmarks of Cancer” put

forth by Hanahan and Weinberg [1]. Implemented in CancerSim are cells that

can develop very crude and simplified “mutations” (characteristics), such as

“evade apoptosis” or “ignore growth inhibition”. The simulation typically re-

sults in a heterogeneous cell population and predicts that when mutation rates

are low, certain pathways will dominate [1]. In 2009, Wang et al. expanded upon

their earlier work to develop a 3D model of non-small-cell lung cancer that also

incorporated previously omitted TGF�, and showed that targeted monother-

apy could be ineffective [259]. Perfahl et al. reported a bottom-up 3D lattice-

based model of vascular tumor growth that incorporated subcellular signaling

mechanisms and stochastic elements like endothelial tip cell emergence [189].
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Overall, the use of multiscale modeling may be a promising approach for target

discovery due to the additional considerations of metastasis, angiogenesis, and

cell-cell interactions.

1.4 Using Signal Transduction Models to Identify Drug Thera-

pies

The use of computational models of cancer networks to discover new drug tar-

gets, particularly in resistant cancers, and to allow for personalized treatment

are relatively new ideas. Often, primary targets for cancer types are known, but

crosstalk and feedback of other signaling pathways can lead to resistance even

in the presence of inhibitors [133]. In particular, one receptor system which

has been extensively modeled is that of the epidermal growth factor receptor

(EGFR), reviewed in [265]. EGFR is a receptor that is overexpressed in many hu-

man tumors including breast, lung, head and neck, colorectal, and more [209].

Other ErbB family members have also been studied [270]. Some progress has

recently been made in using computational models to discover novel targets in

cancers where ErbB signaling is important. For example, Schoeberl et al. de-

veloped MM-121, a human monoclonal antibody against ErbB3, after revealing

through sensitivity analysis that ErbB3 was a key node in their computational

model of the ErbB signaling network [215]. Currently, many ErbB receptor in-

hibitors are used as treatments in several cancers, although resistance is an issue

[116]. Models have been developed to find new targets in resistant cancers, in-

cluding cancers resistant to trastuzumab [70, 208]. Faratian et al. developed a ki-

netic model which included AKT/MAPK crosstalk, PTEN, HER2/HER3 dimer-
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ization and inhibition, and receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) inhibitor binding [70].

The model hypothesized that PTEN expression levels predict cell sensitivity to

RTK inhibitors and was experimentally confirmed using primary breast cancer

samples. Sahin et al. developed a Boolean logic model to find novel targets for

trastuzumab resistant breast cancer [208]. The model, which combined ErbB

signaling with G1/S transition of the cell cycle, identified c-MYC as a potential

new target.

Computational models can also be utilized to determine combination treat-

ments for cancer and possibly even preferred treatment regimens. Recently,

Kirouac et al. developed a multiscale systems model of HER2 positive breast

cancer to predict combination therapies [137]. Signal transduction events were

modeled using a quantitative logic framework, while tumor growth kinetics

and feedback regulation were modeled using an ODE framework. Model pre-

dictions in combination with experiments in mice, showed dual inhibition of

HER3 and HER2 as a treatment for HER2 positive breast cancer. Additionally, a

signal transduction model of EGFR in colon cancer cells predicted dual inhibi-

tion of MEK and EGFR as a treatment [138]. Decreased tumor growth due to this

dual inhibition was experimentally confirmed in a xenograft tumor model of

KRAS-mutant colon cancer. A mass action kinetic model of insulin-like growth

factor (IGF-1) signaling in breast cancer cells predicted optimal drug combina-

tions [117]. Computational modeling may also be useful in determining drug

regimens. A recent study by Lee et al. predicted that pretreatment with an

EGFR inhibitor sensitizes a subset of triple-negative breast cancer cells to DNA-

damaging chemotherapy [145]. Taken together computational models of cancer

networks can be used to discover new drug targets, particularly in resistant

cancers, allow for personalized treatment, and to determine combination treat-
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ments and drug regimens.

1.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we outlined the current status of modeling techniques in cancer

networks. The choice of method depends on the system, data available, and

goal of the analysis. ODE kinetic models allow for the most detailed mecha-

nistic system analysis, but require extensive prior knowledge of network struc-

ture. In cases where complete network structure is unknown this may not be

the best option. Logic based models are typically simpler than ODE models

and require less a priori knowledge. These models can be useful in cases where

mechanistic knowledge of the system is incomplete. In addition to logic and

kinetic based models, multiscale models are necessary to recapitulate the multi-

ple length and time scales involved in cancer initiation, invasion and metastasis.

Multiscale models can be either continuous (partial differential equations), dis-

crete (stochastic) or hybrid models. The use of multiscale modeling may be a

promising approach for target discovery due to the additional considerations

of metastasis, angiogenesis, and cell-cell interactions. Studies have shown that

computational models of cancer networks can be used to discover new drug

targets, particularly in resistant cancers, allow for personalized treatment, and

to determine combination treatments and drug regimens. Taken together, we

expect computational modeling of cancer networks to become increasingly im-

portant in discovering advanced treatment options for patients.
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CHAPTER 2

MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF HORMONE AND MITOGENIC

SIGNAL INTEGRATION IN PROSTATE CANCER

Prostate1 cancer is the most common cancer in men and the second leading

cause of cancer related death in the United States. Androgens, such as testos-

terone, are required for androgen dependent prostate cancer (ADPC) growth.

Androgen ablation in combination with radiation or chemotherapy remains the

primary non-surgical treatment for ADPC. However, androgen ablation typi-

cally fails to permanently arrest cancer progression, often resulting in castration

resistant prostate cancer (CRPC). CRPC is closely related to metastasis and de-

creased survival. In this study, we developed and analyzed a population of

mathematical models describing growth factor and hormone signal integration

in androgen dependent, intermediate and resistant prostate cancer cells. The

model describes the integration of two simultaneous extracellular signaling in-

puts, androgen and mitogenic growth factors. Model parameters were identi-

fied from 43 studies in androgen dependent and castration resistant LNCaP cell

lines. The model was validated by comparing simulations with an additional

29 data sets from LNCaP cell lines that were not used during training. Addi-

tionally, data from four drug trials was also used to evaluate the models per-

formance. Sensitivity and robustness analysis, conducted over the population

of prostate signaling models, suggested that simultaneously targeting the PI3K

and MAPK pathways in addition to anti-androgen therapies could be an effec-

tive treatment for CRPC. We tested this hypothesis in both ADPC LNCaP cell

lines and LNCaP derived CRPC C4-2 cells using three inhibitors: the androgen
1Adapted with permission from: Rogers K, Wayman J, Tasseff R, Gee C, DeLisa M, Varner

J. Modeling and Analysis of Hormone and Mitogenic Signal Integration in Prostate Cancer, (in
prep).
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receptor inhibitor MDV3100 (enzalutamide), the Raf kinase inhibitor sorafenib,

and the PI3K inhibitor LY294002. Consistent with model predictions, cell viabil-

ity decreased at 72 hrs in the dual and triple inhibition cases in both the LNCaP

and C4-2 cell lines.

2.1 Introduction

Prostate cancer (PCa) is the most commonly diagnosed cancer and the second

leading cause of cancer-related death in men in the United States [221]. Initially,

PCa cells depend upon the activation of cytosolic androgen receptors (AR) by

androgen hormones, such as testosterone, for survival and growth. Androgen

ablation in combination with radiation or chemotherapy remains the primary

non-surgical treatment for androgen dependent prostate cancer (ADPC) [113].

However, androgen ablation typically fails to permanently arrest cancer pro-

gression as malfunctioning cells eventually lose androgen sensitivity and pro-

liferate without hormone. The loss of androgen sensitivity results in castration

resistant prostate cancer (CRPC), a phenotype closely linked with metastasis

and greatly reduced survival [99]. Currently, there are six approved treatments

that demonstrate a survival advantage in patients with metastatic CRPC, each

of these target diverse aspects of the disease [211]. The taxane family members

docetaxel and cabazitaxel interact with microtubule stability [240, 57], while abi-

raterone [211] or enzalutamide [213] interfere with androgen signaling by block-

ing androgen formation or nuclear translocation, respectively. Other approved

treatments are non-specific to PCa. For example, general treatments such as

sipuleucel-T, a first generation cancer vaccine [128], and radium-223, an alpha

emitter which targets bone metastasis [186], are both approved to treat CRPC.
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Unfortunately, regardless of the therapeutic approach, the survival advantage

of these treatments is typically only a few months. Thus, understanding the

molecular basis of the loss of androgen sensitivity in CRPC could be an impor-

tant step for the development of the next generation of therapies with a pro-

longed survival advantage.

Androgen-induced proliferation and survival depends upon many coordi-

nated signal transduction and gene expression events. Androgen Receptor (AR)

is part of the nuclear hormone receptor superfamily, which includes other im-

portant cancer targets such as progesterone receptor (PR) and estrogen recep-

tor (ER) in breast cancer [11]. Nuclear hormone receptors act as ligand de-

pendent transcription factors interacting with specific DNA sequences of target

genes as either monomers, heterodimers, or homodimers; AR, PR, and ER act

as homodimers. In the case of AR these specific DNA sequences are known

as androgen response elements (ARE) [167]. In the absence of androgen, AR

is predominately found in the cytoplasm bound to heat shock proteins (HSP)

[195]. Androgen, either testosterone or testosterone metabolites such as 5↵-

dihydrotestosterone (DHT), enter prostate cells and interact with the cytosolic

androgen receptor (AR). The interaction of DHT with AR promotes the dissocia-

tion of AR from chaperones such as HSP [194] and its subsequent dimerization,

phosphorylation and translocation to the nucleus (reviewed by Brinkmann et al.

[24]). Activated nuclear AR drives a gene expression program broadly referred

to as androgen action, that promotes both proliferation and survival. In addi-

tion to many genes including itself, activated nuclear AR promotes the expres-

sion and secretion of prostate specific antigen (PSA), arguably the best known

PCa biomarker [72]. PSA is commonly used as a prostate cancer indicator, al-

though its prognostic ability is controversial [12, 109, 175]. In CRPC, AR sig-
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nals in the absence of androgens. Androgen dependent (AD) prostate cells can

become castration resistant (CR) through several possible mechanisms, includ-

ing constitutively amplified AR expression and altered AR sensitivity to testos-

terone or other non-androgenic molecules [72]. In this study, we focused on the

aberrant activation of AR by kinase signaling cascades, sometimes called the

outlaw pathway. Outlaw pathway activation is driven by over-activated recep-

tor tyrosine kinases (RTKs), a common pathology in many cancer types includ-

ing PCa [224, 49]. RTKs stimulate downstream kinases, including the AKT and

mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathways, which promote AR phos-

phorylation and dimerization in the absence of an androgen signal [49, 271].

Interestingly, among the few genes activated AR represses is cellular prostatic

acid phosphatase (cPAcP), itself a key regulatory of RTK activation [253]. Thus,

in CRPC the androgen program is initiated without the corresponding extracel-

lular hormone cue, potentially from crosstalk between growth factor and hor-

mone receptor pathways.

In this study, we developed a mathematical model of growth factor and

hormone signal integration in androgen dependent, intermediate and resis-

tant prostate cancer cells. We used this model to better understand which

components and processes were differentially important in AD versus CR

cells. The new model architecture was a significant advance over our previ-

ous prostate signaling model [241]. We added the regulated expression of ten

additional proteins, including the cell cycle restriction point proteins cyclin D

(and the differentially spliced variants cyclin D1a and cyclin D1b), cyclin E,

cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 1A (p21Cip1), and cyclin-dependent kinase

inhibitor 1B (p27Kip1). Also, we included the Rb/E2F pathway, expanded our

description of the activation of the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR)
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protein and its role in translation initiation, and included the regulation of AR

action by cyclin D1a and E2F. However, this upgraded architecture, while in-

creasing the biological scope of the model, also expanded the challenge of esti-

mating the unknown model parameters. To estimate these parameters, we used

multiobjective optimization in combination with dynamic and steady-state data

sets generated in AD, intermediate and CR LNCaP cell lines. We identified a

population of approximately N = 5000 models (from well over a million candi-

date models) which described both AD and CR data sets using a single model

structure. Furthermore, we tested the model using an additional 29 LNCaP data

sets not used for model training, along with data from four clinical studies. We

analyzed the model population using sensitivity and robustness analysis to un-

cover differentially important mechanisms in AD versus CR cell lines. In the

presence of androgen, the sensitivity profile was similar between AD and CR

cells. Components of the MAPK and PI3K pathways were sensitive, irrespec-

tive of the level of androgen dependence. Thus, the MAPK and PI3K pathways

represented globally important targets. However, in the absence of androgen,

there were 108 statistically significant shifts in species sensitivity between AD

and CR cells. In CR cells, HER2 activation of the MAPK and PI3K pathways was

significantly more important, as was AR activation through the MAPK pathway.

On the other hand, components of the translation and transcription infrastruc-

ture were differentially more important in AD cells in the absence of androgen.

Taken together, our analysis suggested that independently targeting the PI3K

or MAPK pathways in combination with anti-androgen therapies could per-

haps be an effective treatment strategy for CRPC. We tested this hypothesis in

both ADPC LNCaP cell lines and LNCaP derived CRPC C4-2 cells using three

inhibitors: the androgen receptor inhibitor MDV3100 (enzalutamide), the Raf
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kinase inhibitor sorafenib, and the PI3K inhibitor LY294002. Consistent with

model predictions, cell viability decreased at 72 hrs in the dual and triple inhi-

bition cases for both LNCaP and C4-2 cell lines.

2.2 Results

2.2.1 Estimating an ensemble of prostate signaling models.

We modeled the integration of growth factor, cell cycle and hormone signaling

pathways in AD and CR LNCaP cells (Fig. 2.1). The signaling architecture was

curated from over 80 primary literature sources in combination with biologi-

cal databases. The model equations were formulated as a system of ordinary

differential equations (ODEs), where biochemical reaction rates were modeled

using mass action kinetics. ODEs and mass action kinetics are common mod-

eling tools [260], however, ODEs have the disadvantage of requiring estimates

for unknown model parameters. Many techniques have been developed to es-

timate ODE model parameters, often from noisy and sparse experimental data

[173]. Typically these identification problems are underdetermined, hence no

unique parameter values can be estimated [255]. Thus, instead of estimating a

single yet highly uncertain parameter set, we estimated an ensemble of possible

parameter sets using the Pareto Optimal Ensemble Techniques (POETs) algo-

rithm [227]. POETs uses a combination of simulated annealing and local op-

timization techniques coupled with Pareto optimality-based ranking to simul-

taneously optimize multiple objective functions. Starting from an initial best

fit set, we estimated the unknown model parameters using 43 in vitro data sets
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taken from six AD, intermediate and CR LNCaP cell lines (Table A.1). Each of

the training data sets was a separate objective in the multiobjective optimiza-

tion calculation. The training data were steady-state or dynamic immunoblots

from which we extracted relative species abundance using their optical density

profiles. POETs sampled generated over a million possible parameter sets, from

which we selected N = 5000 sets for further analysis. The coefficient of variation

(CV) of the population of model parameters spanned 0.59 - 5.8, with 33% of the

parameters having a CV of less than one (Fig. A.1). As a control, we also per-

formed simulations for R = 100 random parameter sets to compare against the

parameters estimated by POETs.

The population of signaling models recapitulated training data in both AD

and CR cell lines with only two experimentally mandated parameter changes

(Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3). Data from the LNCaP clones C-33 (dependent), C-51 (in-

termediate), and C-81 (resistant) [154, 118, 111] along with the CR LNCaP cell

lines LNCaP-Rf [178], LNCaP-AI [40] and LNAI [88] were used for model iden-

tification. To simulate the effective difference between LNCaP cell lines, the

parameter controlling the maximum rate of PAcP gene expression was scaled

by 0.1 and 0.5, respectively, for the C-81 and C-51 cell-lines compared to C-

33. This modification was based upon steady-state PAcP data from the three

LNCaP clones [147]. Similarly, the expression of p16INK4 was adjusted in ac-

cordance with the study of Lu et al. [163]. These two parameters were the only

adjustable parameter differences between AD and CR cells. To simulate an in-

creased mTOR activation in the presence of a DHT stimulus, we added a first or-

der activation term for mTOR activation with a DHT stimulus. Androgens have

been shown to increase expression of proteins involved in cellular metabolism,

which may lead to an increase in mTOR activation [268]. The model fit 36 of the
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Figure 2.1: Schematic overview of the prostate signaling network. The
model describes hormone and growth factor induced expres-
sion of several proteins, including PSA. In the absence of out-
side hormones/growth factors, overactive HER2 can stimulate
the MAPK and AKT pathways. AR can be activated directly by
the MAPK pathway.

43 training objectives (Fig. 2.2A). Conversely, only 10 of the 43 training objec-

tives were captured with the random parameter control (Fig. 2.2B). The model

captured the crosstalk between RTK activation and androgen action (Fig. 2.3).

The model described DHT-induced PSA expression in both C-33 (Fig. 2.3A) and

C-81 (Fig. 2.3B) cells. Interestingly, simulations with the HER2 inhibitor AG879

also recapitulated decreased PSA expression in C-81 cells in the absence of an-

drogen stimulation (Fig. 2.3C). AR action decreased the PAcP mRNA message,
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presumably leading to increased HER2 activity (Fig. 2.3D). The model also reca-

pitulated the integration of androgen action with AR expression, G1/S cell cycle

protein expression and AKT phosphorylation. For example, the model captured

AR-induced AR expression following a DHT stimulus (Fig. 2.3H). Conversely,

the transcription factor E2F inhibits AR transcription in LNCaP cells (Fig. 2.3I).

Other cell cycle proteins were also integrated with androgen action. For ex-

ample, the cyclin D1 abundance increased in CR compared to AD cells in the

absence of androgen (Fig. 2.3E), while DHT induced p21Cip1 expression in C-

33 cells (Fig. 2.3F). The level of phosphorylated AKT also increased in higher

passage number cells (Fig. 2.3G). Taken together, the estimated model popula-

tion recapitulated signaling events in both AD and CR LNCaP cell lines, above

a random control, for a wide range of data at both the protein and transcript

level.

2.2.2 Validation simulations revealed missing network struc-

ture.

The model was validated against 29 in vitro and four in vivo clinical studies

(Table A.2). For 15 of the 29 cases, greater than 40% of the ensemble was qual-

itatively consistent with the experimental data (Fig. 2.2C). However, for the

random parameter control, only 7 of the 29 cases were satisfied (Fig. 2.2D). We

correctly predicted positive feedback between HER2 auto-activation and andro-

gen action (Fig. 2.4A and Fig. 2.4B). We also captured the dose-dependence of

AR abundance on DHT (Fig. 2.4C). In addition to the cell line studies, we sim-

ulated the outcome of enzalutamide, lapatinib, and sorafenib clinical trials in
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Figure 2.2: Simulation results versus experimental results for training and
validation data. Experiment numbers 1 through 43 were used
for training, while experiments 44 through 72 were validation.
Gray means the ensemble member qualitatively fit experimen-
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results, respectively, for entire ensemble population using both
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erodimerization (N = 5000). B.,D. Simulation results for train-
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AD and CRPC patients. The trial end points were the reduction in PSA expres-

sion relative to an untreated baseline. Enzalutamide acts on AR by inhibiting

its nuclear translocation, DNA binding, and coactivator recruitment [213]. In

the enzalutamide trial, 54% of the patients that received the drug showed a

PSA decline of � 50% while 25% showed a decline � 90%. We simulated en-

zalutamide exposure by reducing the rate constants governing activated AR

binding to nuclear importer, cyclin E, and CDK6 to 1% of their initial values.

Consistent with the trial, 62% of ensemble members showed a � 50% decline
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Figure 2.3: Ensemble performance against selected training objectives (N
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in PSA abundance, while 14% showed a � 90% decline (Fig. 2.4G). The second

trial we simulated involved exposure of CRPC patients to sorafenib. Sorafenib

is a kinase inhibitor with activity against Raf, vascular endothelial growth factor

receptor (VEGFR), platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDGFR), c-kit and c-

Ret [52]. We considered only the effects of sorafenib on the protein kinase Raf,

as VEGFR, PDGFR, c-kit and c-Ret were not included in the model. None of the

22 patients in the sorafenib study showed a PSA decline of > 50%. However,

our simulations showed that approximately 55% of the ensemble members had

a PSA decline of � 50%. The last drug we considered was lapatinib, an inhibitor

of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) and HER2 tyrosine kinase activity

[157]. Two lapatinib drug trials were considered: one in which patients had

CRPC and one in which patients had biochemically relapsed ADPC [263, 157].

In the CRPC lapatinib drug trial, two of the 21 enrolled patients had a PSA re-

sponse � 47% [263]. For the CRPC case, our model showed 26.5% of ensemble

members with a PSA response � 47%. Of the 35 patients enrolled in the ADPC

lapatinib study, no PSA decreases was observed [157]. In this case, our model

showed 9.2% of ensemble members with a PSA response � 50%. Although no

response to lapatinib was seen in ADPC clinical trials, in vitro AD LNCaP exper-

iments showed decreased PSA expression in response to lapatinib, most notably

with the addition of DHT [161].

Validation and training failures suggested the original signaling architecture

was missing critical components. Several of the failed training and validation

simulations involved the response of the network to epidermal growth factor

(EGF) stimulation. For example, Chen et al. showed that HER2 phosphory-

lation increased within five minutes following EGF stimulation of LNCaP-AI

cells [40]. We predicted no connection between HER2 phosphorylation and
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EGF stimulation on this short timescale (Fig. 2.4E). Interestingly, we initially

neglected the heterodimerization of HER2 with other ErbB family members in

order to simplify the model. However, Chen et al. suggested that HER2-EGFR

heterodimerization could be an important factor in EGF-driven activation of

HER2 [40]. We tested this hypothesis by developing a new model that included

HER2 and EGFR heterodimerization. We set the rate constants governing the

assembly of HER2/EGFR heterodimers equal to EGFR homodimer assembly;

all other parameters were unchanged. This was a reasonable first approxima-

tion, as the affinity of HER2/EGFR heterodimerization and EGRF homodimer-

ization is thought to be similar [107]. With the inclusion of HER2-EGFR het-

erodimerization, we qualitatively fit the EGF-induced HER2 activation case and

improved our training for experiments that involved an EGF stimulus, e.g., cy-

clin D mRNA and protein abundance following an EGF stimulus in C-33 cells

(Fig. 2.2A and C, white pixels and Fig. A.2).

2.2.3 Sensitivity analysis identified differentially important

features of the prostate architecture.

We used sensitivity analysis to identify important signaling components in AD

versus CR cells (Fig. 2.5). We calculated first order steady-state sensitivity coeffi-

cients under different stimuli for 500 parameter sets selected from the ensemble.

Signaling components were rank-ordered based upon analysis of their sensitiv-

ity coefficient values. In the presence of DHT, the sensitivity profile was similar

for AD versus CR cells, with only a few differences (Fig. 2.5B). The top 2%

of sensitive species, regardless of androgen dependence, involved components
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from the MAPK and PI3K pathways. In particular, activated Ras, Raf, phospho-

rylated MEK, as well as PIP3 localized AKT, phosphorylated AKT, and PI3K

were sensitive in both AD and CR cells. Species involving PAcP and p16INK4

were more sensitive in AD cells, which was expected since the expression of

these two proteins were the only parameters changed between AD and CR cells.

Other species such as E2F, cyclin E, and DHT-activated AR were also more sen-

sitive in AD cells. On the other hand, HER2-Grb2-Gab activation of PI3K and

AKT inhibition of Raf were more sensitive in CR cells.

The importance of signaling components varied with androgen dependence

in the absence of DHT (Fig. 2.5A). There were 609 statistically significant shifts

in species sensitivity (318 more and 291 less sensitive) between CR and AD cells

in a non-androgen environment. However, only 108 of these shifts were greater

than one standard deviation above the mean. In CR cells, HER2 activation of

ERK and PI3K was more sensitive, as was AR activation through the MAPK

pathway. This was expected, as outlaw pathway activity was elevated in castra-

tion resistant cells. Species in the MAPK pathway were in general more sensi-

tive in CR cells (128 out of 140 significant), with all forms of sPAcP more robust

in CR cells. On the other hand, infrastructure pathways encoding transcription

and translation were more sensitive in AD cells. PSA and cyclin D1b (mRNA

and mRNA complexes) were the only species involved in translation that were

more robust in AD cells (14 out of 116). The transcription factor, E2F was more

fragile in AD cells, while the transcription factors ETS and AP1 were more ro-

bust. ETS and AP1 are activated by phosphorylated ERK, and ETS is also acti-

vated by active PKC [266, 156]. E2F is deactivated through binding to Rb, which

is deactivated by cyclin D1 and CDK phosphorylation [142]. The model also in-

cluded AP1 suppression of AR transcriptional activity (more sensitive in CR)
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Figure 2.5: Sensitivity analysis of a population of prostate models (N =
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[212], as well as inhibition of transcription of the AR gene by E2F (more sensi-

tive in AD) [56]. Species in the PI3K pathway that were more fragile in AD cells

included Rheb and TOR complexes. Interestingly, these species were included

as the last step in the PI3K pathway prior to translation, with the phosphory-

lation of 4E-BP1 by TOR being considered the beginning of translation in this

model. This again indicates that in the absence of DHT general translation is

more fragile in AD cells.

There was a large shift in sensitive species between an androgen and a non-

androgen environment in both AD and CR cell lines (Fig. 2.5C and Fig. A.3).

Of the 664 statistically significant shifts in AD cells, 288 were more sensitive be-

tween androgen versus non-androgen environments. However, only 119 shifts

were larger than one standard deviation above the mean. Unsurprisingly, AR

activation through DHT binding, with and without coactivators, in a DHT en-

vironment was more sensitive, as was AR inhibition of PAcP transcription (re-

pressed by AR in the model). Species further upstream, such as HER2 activation

of the MAPK and PI3K/AKT pathways, were also more sensitive in a DHT en-

vironment. Cell cycle species that were more fragile in the presence of DHT,

included complexes involving p21Cip1 and CDC25A. In a non-androgen en-

vironment, basal transcription (68 out of 72) and translation (114 out of 120)

were more fragile. Other fragile species in the absence of DHT included Rb,

E2F, Sam68, cyclin D1a complexes, phosphatases in the MAPK pathway, Rheb

complexes, and TOR complexes.

We also considered the sensitivity of CR cells following the application of the

AR inhibitor enzalutamide in the presence of DHT (Fig. 2.5D). Species which

were more sensitive in an androgen environment with enzalutamide included
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cytosolic AR, cPAcP, and p21Cip1. As we would expect, AR species found in

the nucleus and/or bound to coactivators, were more robust in the presence of

enzalutamide. The top two percent of sensitive species with and without en-

zalutamide were conserved. In a CR cell, enzalutamide had no effect on the

sensitivity of PI3K/AKT species as well as many MAPK species (ERK, Raf, and

MEK). Next, we looked at the effect of enzalutamide on a CR cell in both a

non-androgen and DHT environment (Fig. A.3). More sensitive species in a

non-androgen environment included dimerized HER2, ERK, and PAcP. Species

which were more robust in the non-androgen environment included, AR ac-

tivated by DHT, AKT, p70, and AR bound to HSP. The results of our sensi-

tivity analysis indicated that instead of inhibiting solely the AR pathway (en-

zalutamide), a combination therapy targeting the PI3K or MAPK pathways in

addition to AR may be more effective.

2.2.4 Robustness analysis identified key regulators of prostate

cancer.

Robustness analysis was conducted for 80 proteins to quantify the effects of

amplifying or knocking down key model components in both AD and CR cells

using N = 500 models. Gene expression parameters were altered by a factor 10,

0.5, and 0 for knock-in, knock-down, or knock-out perturbations, respectively.

We calculated the effect of these perturbations on the expression of different

protein markers, such as PSA, AR, and cyclin D. A knock-out of Raf, MEK or

ERK showed an overall increase in cyclin D levels in CR cells (Fig. A.4). This

was unexpected and we saw a similar increase in cyclin D due to the knock-in of
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Raf, MEK or ERK. We found that individual models showed different response

to a Raf knock-out, in both cyclin D and PSA abundance. We saw three distinct

regions: (1) increased PSA expression, (2) increased cyclin D expression, and (3)

decrease in both PSA and cyclin D expression. Of the 500 models, 126 models

had increased PSA expression, and 62 models had increased cyclin D expres-

sion due to the knock-out of Raf (Fig. 2.6). We explored the flux vectors of the

outlying parameter sets to understand the mechanistic effect of Raf knock-out

on PSA and cyclin D. Outlying parameter sets in region 1 displayed high acti-

vation of PI3K through HER2 signaling as well as high association of AP1 with

AR. AP1 is known to bind and suppress AR transcriptional activity in LNCaP

cells [212]. Knocking out Raf lowered AP1 levels and, therefore, freed AR for

increased transcription of PSA. Models in region 2 also had high activation of

PI3K through HER2, as well as higher association of E2F with Rb and cyclin

D1a with AR. Cyclin D levels in region 2 increased due to an increase in E2F

levels caused by the Raf knock-out. Models in region 3 had high association of

mTOR. Interestingly, the drug sorafenib, a multi-kinase inhibitor that has activ-

ity against Raf, showed no measurable PSA decline in prostate cancer patients

in clinical trials [52]. The robustness analysis showed that network perturbation

can result in unexpected responses due to heterogeneity in signal transduction

and gene expression processes.

We also used robustness analysis to observe the effect of knocking out com-

binations of key species found in our sensitivity analysis. We calculated the ef-

fect of perturbation in CR cells on different protein markers for seven cases: (1)

Raf knock-out, (2) PI3K knock-out, (3) AR knock-out, (4) Raf and PI3K knock-

outs, (5) Raf and AR knock-outs, (6) PI3K and AR knock-outs, and (7) Raf, PI3K

and AR knock-outs. Over the 500 ensemble member set, the overall decrease in
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Figure 2.6: Robustness analysis of a population of CR prostate models
with Raf knock-out (N = 500). A scaled log fold change of
greater then zero implies that the concentration of the protein
increased with the knock-out of Raf, while a log fold change
of less then zero indicates that the concentration of protein de-
creased. A log of fold change equal to 0, shows no response due
to Raf knock-out. Three distinct regions emerge in Raf knock-
out case: (1) PSA increases, (2) cyclin D concentration increases,
and (3) PSA and cyclin D concentration decrease. The grey el-
lipse is centered at the mean values with an x-radius and y-
radius of one standard deviation of the scaled log fold change
of PSA values and cyclin D values, respectively. The blue el-
lipse denotes two standard deviations from the mean and the
orange denotes three standard deviations from the mean. Val-
ues denote percentage of total parameter sets that fall in each
quadrant, while values in parenthesis denote the percentage
that fall at least one standard deviation from the mean.
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PSA expression levels was greatest in all cases which included the knock-out of

AR (Fig. 2.7A). The decreased expression of activated p70 was most prominent

in the double PI3K/AR knock-out case and the triple Raf/PI3K/AR knock-out

case (Fig. 2.7B). Although the change in expression level of cyclin D varied for

individual ensemble members (increased and decreased), the median and mean

behavior for all knock-out cases is approximately zero suggesting no change

due to perturbation (Fig.2.7C). Individual ensemble members do show a decline

in cyclin D expression in cases involving PI3K in double and triple knock-outs

and in these cases we also see fewer ensemble members that have an increased

expression of cyclin D. Fig. 2.7D shows that in the PI3K knock-out case we see a

complete inhibition of AKTp expression (a value of -1 is essentially zero expres-

sion due to knock-out). This is a trivial result in the model because AKTp only

occurs through PIP3 recruitment to the membrane, and PIP3 is only activated

by PI3K in the model. All other knock-out cases show a median response of no

fold change in AKTp expression, but we do see a group of ensemble members

that have an increased expression of AKTp in the RAF knock-out and RAF/AR

knock-out cases. Overall, these results are consistent with our hypothesis that a

combination therapy will be more effective.
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2.2.5 Experimental results confirm the need for dual therapies

in prostate cancer.

Sensitivity and robustness analysis, conducted over a subpopulation of prostate

signaling models, suggested that simultaneously targeting the PI3K and MAPK

pathways in addition to anti-androgen therapies could be an effective treatment

for CRPC. To test this hypothesis we used the well characterized ADPC cell line

LNCaP as well a LNCaP derived CRPC cell line C4-2 [244]. Three inhibitors

were used: the AR inhibitor MDV3100 (enzalutamide), the Raf kinase inhibitor

sorafenib, and the PI3K inhibitor LY294002. In both cell lines, inhibition of either

the AR or MAPK pathways promoted activation of the PI3K pathway, as seen by

the increase in phosphorylated AKT (S473) (Fig. 2.8A). The addition of the PI3K

inhibitor, LY294002, alone or in combination diminished PI3K activity (phos-

phorylated AKT (S473) in Fig. 2.8A). Interstingly, the inhibition of PI3K alone,

increased AR expression in both LNCaP and C4-2 cell lines (Fig. 2.8A). Since,

AR transcriptionally upregulates its own expression [86, 153], this may indicate

increased AR activity. The ribosomal protein pS6 was completely inhibited only

in the presence of the PI3K inhibitor LY294002. Expression of cleaved PARP (c-

PARP), an indicator for apoptosis, was highest in the triple inhibition case for

both LNCaP and C4-2 cell lines. We also saw an increase in c-PARP in the dual

inhibition of RAF and PI3K in both cell lines and in the dual inhibition of PI3K

and AR in C4-2 cells. Cell viability results show a large decrease in cell viabil-

ity at 72 hrs in the dual inhibition cases as well as the triple inhibition case for

both LNCaP and C4-2 cell lines (Fig. 2.8B). In both cell lines, MDV3100 (10 µM),

has only a modest effect on cell viability versus control (DMSO). Figure 2.8C

shows cell viability of both cell lines in varying concentrations of inhibitors at 24
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Figure 2.7: Robustness analysis of a population of CR prostate models
with seven protein knock-out cases (N = 500). A scaled log
fold change of greater then zero implies that the concentration
of the protein increased with the knock-out, while a scaled log
fold change of less then zero indicates that the concentration of
protein decreased. A scaled log fold change equal to 0, shows
no response due to the knock-out. A.,B.,C.,D. Log robustness
of PSA, p70p, cyclin D, and AKTp versus protein knock-out.
A CR LNCaP cell was assumed for all knock-out cases. The
bottom and top of each box denotes 25th and 75th percentiles,
while the red line indicates the median. The whiskers on the
plot are plus and minus 1.5 the interquartile range (IQR) from
the top and bottom values of the box, respectively. The grey
dots denote outliers and the blue dots denote the mean.
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Figure 2.8: Experimental results for multiple drug combinations on two
prostate cancer cell lines, LNCaP and C4-2. A. Western blot
analysis of AR, pS6, AKT, pAKT, ERK and cleaved PARP in
LNCaP and C4-2 cell lines treated for 24 hrs with DMSO (con-
trol), sorafenib (5 µM), LY294002 (40 µM), and MDV3100 (10
µM) alone or in combination (at least 3 repeats). B. Cells
(LNCaP and C4-2) were treated for 24, 48 and 72 hrs with so-
rafenib (5 µM), LY294002 (40 µM), and MDV3100 (10 µM) and
cell viability was measured using MTT Assay. Values were nor-
malized to DMSO (control). C. Cell viability results for LNCaP
and C4-2 cells at varying concentration of sorafenib, LY294002,
and MDV3100 after 24 hrs of treatment. Values were normal-
ized to DMSO (control). Error bars represent standard error (at
least 3 repeats with triplicates performed in each experiment).

hrs. Taken together the experimental results suggest combination treatments are

necessary in prostate cancer due to interactions between signaling pathways.
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2.3 Discussion

In this study, we developed a population of mathematical models describing

growth factor and hormone signal integration in androgen dependent, inter-

mediate and resistant prostate cancer cells. These models described the regu-

lation of androgen receptor expression and activation through androgen bind-

ing as well as a ligand-independent, MAPK-driven mechanism referred to as

the outlaw pathway. An ensemble of model parameters was estimated using

43 steady-state and dynamic data sets taken from androgen dependent, inter-

mediate and independent LNCaP cell lines using multiobjective optimization.

Further, we tested the predictive power of the model by comparing model pre-

dictions against 33 novel data sets (including four in vivo drug studies) not used

during model training. The model ensemble captured 84% of the training data

and 52% of the validation data relative to 23% and 24% for a random control

population. Interestingly, during the the initial round of parameter estimation,

we identified several potentially missing structural components not present in

the original connectivity. One such component, EGF-induced HER2/EGFR het-

erodimerization, was added to the current generation model. Inclusion of this

structural component significantly improved both training and validation per-

formance using the same rate constants as the EGFR-homodimer case (no addi-

tional parameter fitting). We then analyzed the population of signaling models,

using both sensitivity and robustness analysis, to identify the critical compo-

nents controlling network performance in a variety of conditions.

In addition, three of the validation cases involved the effect of EGF on AR

and AR-activated genes, i.e., PSA. Cai et al. showed decreased expression of

endogenous AR as well as androgen-regulated PSA in AD LNCaP cells due to
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an EGF stimulus [32]. Cinar et al. also showed decreased AR protein expression

due to EGF, an effect reversed by the mTOR inhibitor, Rapamycin [46]. Model

simulations show either the opposite trend or no effect due to EGF stimulus

(Fig. 2.4F) [46]. These results suggest missing network structure. From addi-

tional literature searches, the inhibition of AR activation through EGF is still

an open question, with many groups debating the biology involved, predomi-

nately in the PI3K/AKT pathway. Lin et al. found that in low passage number

LNCaP cells (C-33), AKT negatively regulates AR by destabilizing it and mark-

ing it for ubiquitylation. In high passage number LNCaP (C-81), AKT levels

are high which contribute to AR stability and less degradation [153]. Wen et al.

showed that HER2 could induce AKT activation and LNCaP cell growth in the

presence and absence of androgen [262]. Another study shows AKT phosphory-

lation of AR at S213 and S790 suppresses AR transactivation and AR-mediated

apoptosis of LNCaP [152]. The study from Cai et al. showed the reduction in

AR was not due to degradation or PI3K/AKT signaling, but instead was due to

decreased AR mRNA levels [32]. They found that AR protein levels in CR cells

were not affected by EGF. Others though have found that PSA expression, even

in C-81 cells, is decreased by EGF [93]. In other prostate cell lines, EGF has been

shown to increase AR transactivation [90, 193]. The MAPK pathway, which is

downstream of EGFR, may also enhance AR responses to low levels of andro-

gen [91, 261]. Due to the discrepancies in the literature, experiments should be

performed before adding additional network connectivity to the model.

The population of PCa models was analyzed using sensitivity analysis to

identify key signaling components and processes in both AD and CR cells.

There was very little difference between sensitive and robust components in

AD versus CR cells in the presence of androgen. MAPK and PI3K pathway
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components were consistently ranked in the top 2% of sensitive species in the

presence of androgen for both AD and CR cells. On the other hand, cell cy-

cle species, such as cyclin D-CDK4/6 complexes bound to cell cycle inhibitors

(p27Kip1, p21Cip1, p16INK4), were consistently robust. However, this profile

changed considerably in the absence of androgen. The activation of PI3K and

ERK by HER2 dimerization and autophosphorylation was significantly more

important in CR versus AD cells. Interestingly, AR activation by ERK was also

more sensitive in CR versus AD cells in the absence of androgen. Lastly, al-

though AR-regulated transcriptional processes were equally sensitive between

the cell types, general translational and transcriptional components were more

robust in CR versus AD cells. This evidence supports the current theory that

CR cells will still respond to androgen and, thus, AR is still an active target in

therapeutics against CRPC [129]. Supporting the argument that AR can be acti-

vated in the absence of androgens by MAPK activation [72]. Advanced prostate

cancers often have higher levels of E2F and other transcription factors [56]. In-

terestingly, E2F was more sensitive in AD cells, while other transcription factors

(ETS and AP1) were more robust. The drug enzalutamide had no effect on the

top 2% of sensitive species. Species in the PI3K/AKT and MAPK pathways

in the presence of enzalutamide were still highly sensitive. The application of

enzalutamide, increased sensitivity of AR species found outside of the nucleus

as well as PAcP species. Robustness analysis indicated diverse effects of Raf

knock-out on PSA and cyclin D concentrations. Clinical studies of sorafenib, a

multi-kinase inhibitor that has activity against Raf, showed increase PSA lev-

els in patients [52]. Our results indicate that cell-to cell heterogeneity in gene

expression can play a significant role in determining cell response. Thus, com-

bination therapies need to be considered even in the case of a Raf knock-out.
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The results of the model suggest that an inhibition of either the PI3K path-

way or the MAPK pathway in combination with an AR inhibitor as a possible

therapy for CRPC. Sensitivity analysis revealed no change in the top sensitive

species in the presence or absence of the AR inhibitor, enzalutamide. PI3K/AKT

and MAPK species continued to fall in the top two percent of sensitive species.

A study by Carver et al. looked at dual inhibition of AR and PI3K signaling in

LNCaP cells and in a Pten-deficient murine prostate cancer model [186]. Us-

ing both the PI3K inhibitor, BEZ235, and the AR inhibitor, MDV3100 (enzalu-

tamide), the group saw a drastic decrease in the total number of cells. Each

inhibitor on its own had a much smaller effect on total cell number. They saw

an increase in the cell death marker, c-PARP, in the dual inhibition case. The

group hypothesized that AKT inhibition leads to increased AR signaling activ-

ity through increased protein concentrations of HER3. On the other hand AR

inhibition leads to increased AKT activity due to the down regulation of PHLPP,

a protein phosphatase that regulates AKT. For the simplicity of this model, the

HER3 pathway and also cell death were not included in the model. Dual knock-

out studies of PI3K and AR in our model show only a slight additive effect on

cell cycle protein cyclin D through the dual knock-out compared to solely in-

hibiting PI3K (Fig. 2.7). The triple case, with PI3K, AR, and RAF knock-outs,

also only showed a slight additive effect (Fig. 2.7). This could indicate that the

combined decrease in cell population due to the dual inhibition of PI3K and

AR is entirely due to cell death. The Carver et al. study did not consider cell

cycle proteins or cell growth. Our model does show a decrease in cell cycle pro-

teins in the PI3K knock-out as well as in the PI3K and AR dual knock-out case

in some ensemble members (Fig. 2.7). This result seems to be consistent with

the decreased cell count in the PI3K knock-out case which is not dependent on
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cell death, as c-PARP levels are low. The decrease in cell cycle proteins in the

model is due to a decrease in general translation, including free eIF4E levels

and activated 40S ribosome subunit. The decrease in p70 (S6) activation due to

inhibition of PI3K is shown in both the model and in the Carver et al. study ,

indicating this result is due to the PI3K pathway (Fig. A.5). Our experimental

results confirm the Carver et al. study in that a dual inhibition of AR and PI3K

signaling led to a more prominent decrease in cell viability then each of the in-

hibitors alone in LNCaP cells. We extended the study to look at the addition of

a third inhibitor, sorafenib, that inhibits Raf kinase in the MAPK pathway and

an additional cell line, C4-2, which was CR. In both cell lines, there was not a

significant decrease in cell viability between the three dual inhibitor cases and

the triple inhibition case at 74 hours, indicating that a dual inhibition (PI3K/AR,

AR/MAPK, or PI3K/MAPK) may be a sufficient treatment.

The PCa signaling architecture was assembled after extensive literature re-

view and hand curation of the biochemical interactions. However, there are a

number of areas where model connectivity could be refined, e.g., the regulation

of AR phosphorylation. We assumed a single canonical activating AR phospho-

rylation site (S515), with ERK being the major kinase and PP2A or PP1 being

the major phosphatases responsible for regulating this site. MAPK activation

following EGF treatment increases AR transcription and cell growth, partially

through AR phosphorylation on MAPK consensus site S515 [193]. However,

there are at least 13 phosphorylation sites identified on AR, with phosphoryla-

tion at six of these being androgen induced [83]. Moreover, other kinases such

as AKT, protein kinase C (PKC) family members, as well as Src-family kinases

can all phosphorylate AR in prostate cells [91, 193]. For example, AKT activa-

tion leads to AR phosphorylation at both S213 and S791 (however, the role of
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these sites remains unclear) [262, 152, 238, 153]. AKT effects on AR may also

be passage number dependent, with AKT repressing AR transcription in low

passage number cells and enhancing transcription in higher passage numbers

[153]. Androgen independent phosphorylation of AR by Src family kinases (not

currently in model) at Y534 [91] or by protein kinase C (PKC) family members

at the consensus site S578 could also be important for understanding the regula-

tion of AR activity. A second area we will revisit is the gene expression program

associated with androgen action, and particularly the role of AR coregulators.

Currently, we included only two AR coactivators, cyclin E and CDK6 [269, 151]

and three corepressors AP1, Cdc25A, and cyclin D1a in the model [212, 43, 191].

However, there are at least 169 proteins classified as potential AR coregulators

[104, 103] with many of these being differentially expressed in malignant cells.

For example, the expression of steroid receptor coactivator-1 (Src-1) and tran-

scriptional intermediary factor 2 (Tif-2), both members of the steroid receptor

coactivator family, are elevated in prostate cancer [89, 90]. Src-1 is phosphory-

lated by MAPK and interacts directly with AR to enhance AR-mediated tran-

scription [103]. Another class of potentially important AR coregulators are the

cell cycle proteins Cdc25 and Rb. Unlike Cdc25A, Cdc25B (not in the model)

can act as an AR coactivator leading to enhanced AR transcription activity [181].

The Rb protein, in addition to being a key cell cycle regulator, has been shown

to be an AR coactivator in an androgen-independent manner in DU145 cells

[272]. However, there is some uncertainty about the role of Rb as Sharma et al.

showed that Rb decreased AR activation in multiple prostate cancer cell lines

and xenografts [217]. Forkhead proteins have also been shown to activate as

well as repress AR function. In prostate cancer, AKT suppresses AFX/Forkhead

proteins, which diminishes expression of AFX target genes, such as p27Kip1
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[87, 27, 171, 236]. Lastly, undoubtedly there are several other signaling axes

important in PCa, such as cytokine or insulin- and insulin-like growth factor

signaling [33, 105, 237, 216]. Understanding the pathways associated with these

signals and how they relate to the current model, may give us a more complete

picture of CR prostate cancer.

2.4 Materials and Methods

2.4.1 Prostate model signaling architecture.

We modeled the expression, translation and post-translational modifications of

key components of the signaling architecture. The model, which consisted of

780 protein, lipid or mRNA species interconnected by 1674 interactions, was

a significant extension to our previous model [241] in several important ar-

eas. First, we included well-mixed nuclear, cytosolic, membrane and extracel-

lular compartments (including transfer terms between compartments). Next,

we expanded the description of growth factor receptor signaling, considering

both homo- and heterodimer formation between ErbB family members and the

role of cellular and secreted prostatic acid phosphatase (cPAcP and sPAcP, re-

spectively). Both forms of PAcP were included because cPAcP downregulates

HER2 activity, while sPAcP promotes modest HER2 activation [253]. Third, we

expanded the description of the G1/S transition of the cell cycle (restriction

point). The previous model used the abundance of cyclin D as a proliferation

marker, but did not include other proteins or interactions potentially important

to the restriction point. Toward this shortcoming, we included cyclin E expres-
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sion (and its role as a coregulator of androgen receptor expression), enhanced

the description of cyclin D expression and the alternative splicing of cyclin D

mRNA (including the role of the splice variants in androgen action), included

the Rb/E2F pathway as well as E2F inhibition of androgen receptor expression

[56], and the cyclin-dependent kinases cyclin-dependent kinase 4 (CDK4) and

cyclin-dependent kinase 6 (CDK6). We also included key inhibitors of the re-

striction point including cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 1 (p21Cip1), cyclin-

dependent kinase inhibitor 1B (p27Kip1), and cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor

2A (p16INK4) [220]. Fourth, we enhanced the description of growth factor in-

duced translation initiation. One of the key findings of the previous model was

that growth factor induced translation initiation was globally sensitive (impor-

tant in both androgen dependent and independent conditions). However, the

description of this important subsystem was simplified in the previous model.

Here, we expanded this subsystem, using connectivity similar to previous study

of Lequieu et al. [148], and re-examined the importance of key components of

this axis, such as mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR), phosphatidylinosi-

tide 3-kinase (PI3K) and AKT. Lastly, we significantly expanded the descrip-

tion of the role of androgen receptor. The previous model assumed constant

AR expression, consistent with studies in androgen dependent and indepen-

dent LNCaP sublines [147]. However, other prostate cancer cell lines vary in

their AR expression [225]. Thus, to capture androgen signaling in a variety

of prostate cancer cells, we included the transcriptional regulation governing

androgen receptor expression, updated our description of the regulation of an-

drogen receptor activity and androgen action (gene expression program driven

by activated androgen receptor). At the expression level, we included AR auto-

regulation in combination with the co-activators cyclin E and CDK6 [269, 151].
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We also assumed androgen receptor could be activated through androgen bind-

ing or a ligand-independent, MAPK-driven mechanism referred to as the out-

law pathway [72, 271]. We assumed a single canonical activating AR phospho-

rylation site (S515), with phosphorylated extracellular-signal-regulated kinase

1/2 (ppERK1/2) being the major kinase and protein phosphatase 2 (PP2A) or

phosphoprotein phosphatase 1 (PP1) being the major phosphatases responsible

for regulating this site. Finally, we modeled androgen receptor induced gene

expression, including prostate specific antigen (PSA), cPAcP and p21Cip1.

2.4.2 Formulation and solution of the model equations.

The prostate model was formulated as a coupled set of non-linear ordinary dif-

ferential equations (ODEs):

dx
dt
= S · r (x,k) x (to) = xo (2.1)

The quantity x denotes the vector describing the abundance of protein, mRNA,

and other species in the model (780 ⇥ 1). The stoichiometric matrix S encodes

the signaling architecture considered in the model (780 ⇥ 1674). Each row of S

describes a signaling component while each column describes a particular inter-

action. The (i, j) element of S, denoted by �i j, describes how species i is involved

with interaction j. If �i j > 0, species i is produced by interaction j. Conversely,

If �i j < 0, then species i is consumed in interaction j. Lastly, if �i j = 0, then

species i is not involved in interaction j. The term r (x,k) denotes the vector

of interactions rates (1674 ⇥ 1). Gene expression and translation processes as

well as all biochemical transformations were decomposed into simple elemen-

tary steps, where all reversible interactions were split into two irreversible steps
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(supplemental materials). We modeled each network interaction using elemen-

tary rate laws where all reversible interactions were split into two irreversible

steps. Thus, the rate expression for interaction q was given by:

rq

⇣

x, kq

⌘

= kq

Y

j2{Rq}
x�� jq

j (2.2)

The set
n

Rq

o

denotes reactants for reaction q, while � jq denotes the stoi-

chiometric coefficient (element of the matrix S) governing species j in re-

action q. The quantity kq denotes the rate constant (unknown) governing

reaction q. Model equations were generated in the C-programming lan-

guage using the UNIVERSAL code generator, starting from an text-based

input file (available in supplemental materials). UNIVERSAL, an open

source Objective-C/Java code generator, is freely available as a Google Code

project (http://code.google.com/p/universal-code-generator/). Model equa-

tions were solved using the CVODE solver in the SUNDIALS library [108] on

an Apple workstation (Apple, Cupertino, CA; OS X v10.6.8).

We ran the model to steady-state before calculating the response to DHT or

growth factor inputs. The steady-state was estimated numerically by repeatedly

solving the model equations and estimating the difference between subsequent

time points:

kx (t + �t) � x (t) k
2

 � (2.3)

The quantities x (t) and x (t + �t) denote the simulated abundance vector at time

t and t + �t, respectively. The L
2

vector-norm was used as the distance metric,

where �t = 100 hr of simulated time and � = 0.001 for all simulations.

We estimated an ensemble of model parameter sets using the Pareto Op-

timal Ensemble Techniques (POETs) multiobjective optimization routine [228,
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227, 148]. POETs minimized the residual between model simulations and 43

separate training objectives taken from protein and mRNA signaling data gen-

erated in androgen dependent, intermediate and independent LNCaP cell lines

(Table A.1). From these training objectives, POETs generated > 10

6 candidate

parameter vectors from which we selected N = 5000 Pareto rank-zero vectors

for further analysis. The set-to-set correlation between selected sets was ap-

proximately 0.60, suggesting only modest similarity between ensemble mem-

bers. Approximately 33%, or 560 of the 1674 parameters had a coefficient of

variation (CV) of less than 1.0, where the CV ranged from 0.59 to 5.8 over the

ensemble. Details of the parameter estimation problem and POETs are given in

the supplemental materials.

2.4.3 Sensitivity and robustness analysis.

Steady-state sensitivity coefficients were calculated for N = 500 parameter sets

selected from the ensemble by solving the augmented kinetic-sensitivity equa-

tions [61]:
2
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j = 1, 2, . . . ,P (2.4)

where

si j(ts) =
@xi

@k j

�

�

�

�

�

�

ts

(2.5)

for each parameter set. Steady-state was calculated as described previously. The

quantity j denotes the parameter index, A denotes the Jacobian matrix, and P

denotes the number of parameters in the model. The vector b j denotes the jth

column of the matrix of first-derivatives of the mass balances with respect to

the parameters. Steady-state sensitivity coefficients were used because of the
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computational burden associated with sampling several hundred parameters

sets for each of the 1674 parameters. The steady-state sensitivity coefficients

Ni j ⌘ si j were organized into an array for each parameter set in the ensemble:

N (✏) =

0

B

B

B

B

B

B

B
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B
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✏ = 1, 2, . . . ,N✏ (2.6)

where ✏ denotes the index of the ensemble member, P denotes the number of

parameters, N✏ denotes the number of parameter sets sampled (N = 500) and

M denotes the number of model species. To estimate the relative fragility or

robustness of species and reactions in the network, we decomposed N (✏) using

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD):

N (✏) = U(✏)⌃(✏)VT,(✏) (2.7)

Coefficients of the left singular vectors corresponding to largest ✓  15 singular

values of N (✏) were rank-ordered to estimate important species combinations,

while coefficients of the right singular vectors were used to rank important re-

action combinations. Only coefficients with magnitude greater than a threshold

(� = 0.001) were considered. The fraction of the ✓ vectors in which a reaction

or species index occurred was used to quantify its importance (sensitivity rank-

ing). We compared the sensitivity ranking between different conditions to un-

derstand how control in the network shifted in different cellular environments.

Robustness coefficients were calculated as shown previously [242]. Robust-

ness coefficients denoted by ↵
⇣

i, j, to, t f

⌘

are defined as:

↵
⇣

i, j, to, t f

⌘

=

 

Z t f

to
xi (t) dt

!�1

 

Z t f

to
x( j)

i (t) dt
!

(2.8)
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Robustness coefficients quantify the response of a marker to a structural or op-

erational perturbation to the network architecture. Here to and t f denote the

initial and final simulation time respectively, while i and j denote the indices

for the marker and the perturbation respectively. A value of ↵
⇣

i, j, to, t f

⌘

> 1, in-

dicates increased marker abundance, while ↵
⇣

i, j, to, t f

⌘

< 1 indicates decreased

marker abundance following perturbation j. If ↵
⇣

i, j, to, t f

⌘

⇠ 1 the jth perturba-

tion does not influence the abundance of marker i. Robustness coefficients were

calculated (starting from steady-state) from to = 0 hr to t f = 72 hr following the

addition of 10nM DHT at to. For scaled log fold change we used the following

equation:

↵scaled (i, j) =

8

>

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

>

:

log

10

(↵(i, j))
max log

10

(↵(i)) , if log

10

(↵(i, j)) � 0

� log

10

(↵(i, j))
min log

10

(↵(i)) , if log

10

(↵(i, j)) < 0

(2.9)

A value of ↵scaled (i, j) > 0, indicates increased marker abundance, while

↵scaled (i, j) < 0 indicates decreased marker abundance following perturbation

j. If ↵scaled (i, j) ⇠ 0 the jth perturbation does not influence the abundance of

marker i. A value of ↵scaled (i, j) = 1, indicates max increase of marker abun-

dance, while ↵scaled (i, j) = �1 indicates the max decrease of marker abundance.

Robustness coefficients were calculated for the same N = 500 models selected

for sensitivity analysis.
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2.4.4 Experimental Validation.

2.4.5 Cell culture and treatments

Androgen dependent LNCaP prostate cancer cells were a gift from Dr. Brian

Kirby (Cornell University), and the castration resistant C4-2 prostate cancer

cell line was purchased from MD Anderson Cancer Center, University of

Texas. Cell lines were maintained in RPMI 1640 media (Life Technologies, Inc.,

Grand Island, NY) with 10% fetal calf serum (FBS; Hyclone) and 1x antibi-

otic/antimycotic (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) in a 5% CO
2

humidified atmosphere

at 37�C. The AR inhibitor MDV3100 (enzalutamide) and the Raf inhibitor so-

rafenib were purchased from SantaCruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA). The

PI3K inhibitor LY294002 was purchased from Cell Signaling Technologies (Dan-

vers, MA, USA). All stock solutions were diluted in DMSO and stored at -20�C

(Sigma, St. Louis, MO). Stock solution concentrations for western blotting ex-

periments were 10 mM Sorafenib, 50 mM LY294002, and 10 mM MDV3100. For

the cell viability assays, stock solution concentrations were 0.5 mM Sorafenib, 4

mM LY294002, and 1 mM MDV3100.

2.4.6 Protein Extraction and Western Blot

LNCaP and C4-2 cells were seeded in 60 mm dishes at a density of 4 x 105.

After 96 and 72 hrs, for LNCaP and C4-2 cells respectively, the media was re-

placed with fresh media and drug treatments were added. After 24 hours, cells

were washed twice in PBS buffer, scraped in 250 µL ice-cold lysis buffer (Pierce,

Rockford, IL) supplemented with protease and phosphatase inhibitors (Sigma,
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St. Louis, MO), and lysed for 30 min on ice. Lysates were centrifuged at 13,000

rpm for 30 min at 4�C. After quantification of total protein by BCA assay, equal

amounts of total protein lysates (25 µg) were resolved by SDS-PAGE and trans-

ferred onto PVDF membranes. Membranes were blocked in 5% fat free milk

and then probed with antibodies. The primary antibodies used for western

blot analysis were pAKT Ser473, AKT, pS6 Ser240/244 , pERK Thr202/Tyr204,

ERK, AR, cleaved PARP, and GAPDH were from Cell Signaling Technologies

(Danvers, MA, USA). For detection, enhanced chemiluminescence ECL reagent

(GE Healthcare, Pittsburgh, PA) was used and signals were visualized using the

ChemiDoc XRS system (Bio-Rad).

2.4.7 MTT Assay

LNCaP and C4-2 cells were seeded at a density of 1x104 cells per well in 96 well

plates. After 48 hrs the media was refreshed and drug treatments added. Cell

growth at 24, 48, and 72 hrs was determined using a 3-(4,5-dimethyl thiazol-2-

yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay. At the specified time point

10 µL MTT reagent (stock of 5 mg/mL in PBS) was added to each well and the

cells were further incubated for 4 hrs. At 4 hrs, the media was removed and 50

µL of dissolving reagent DMSO was added to each well. After an additional 10

min incubation, the absorbance was measured at 540 nm on a microplate reader.

Each reading was adjusted by subtracting the absorbance value for the blank

(media only) and the results were then scaled to the DMSO-treated (control)

case.
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CHAPTER 3

MODEL IDENTIFICATION OF LEUKEMIA TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR

NETWORKS

3.1 Introduction

It1 was suggested by Bailey, more than a decade ago, that qualitative and quan-

titative knowledge of complex biological systems could be achieved in the ab-

sence of complete structural and parameter knowledge [13]. Although this is

true, the incomplete knowledge of biological phenomenon often limits the im-

pact of computational models. As we saw in Chapter 2.2.2, unknown or even

disputed network structures can lead to incomplete fitting of computation mod-

els, requiring additional experiments and updating of the model. Since ODE ki-

netic models typically require extensive prior knowledge of network structure,

rate constants and initial conditions [135], often a single “correct” network struc-

ture is assumed. Villaverde et al. discussed three main strategies in the reverse

engineering of dynamic models: (1) full network inference, (2) network selec-

tions, and (3) kinetic parameter estimations [255]. Strategy 1, where the kinetic

model structure and kinetic parameters are unknown, is typically solved by

identifying the model interaction network without dynamics and then identify-

ing the kinetic parameters. Strategy 3 was used in chapter 2, where we assumed

a network structure and estimated the unknown parameters. In this chapter we

will consider strategy 2; we have an initial model network structure that will

be perturbed to find modifications to fit the experimental data for six different

leukemia cell lines.
1Adapted with permission from: Rogers K, Sagar A, Jensen H, Varner J. Model Identification

of Leukemia Transcription Factor Networks, (in prep).
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Leukemia is the 6th leading cause of cancer death in both males and females

in the United States [222]. Approximately 72% of cancer related leukemia deaths

were caused by four main types of leukemia; acute lymphocyctic leukemia

(ALL), chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), acute myeloid leukemia (AML),

and chronic myeloid leukemia (CML). ALL and CLL are characterized by accu-

mulation of lymphocytes in the bone marrow, with ALL progressing at a faster

rate (i.e. acute vs. chronic). ALL occurs in both children and adults and has a

90% five year survival rate in children [114], while CLL is rare in children and

has a 66% five year survival rate (2001-2009) [179]. The 10 year survival rate for

CML has improved to 80-90% due to the use of targeted treatments for BCR-ABL

and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) [119]. AML is characterized by the accumu-

lation of abnormally differentiated cells of the hematopoietic system in the bone

marrow and blood, with a survival rate of 35 to 40% in adults under the age of

60 (5 to 15% in patients older than 60) [64]. AML is a group of extremely hetero-

geneous diseases, with over 200 known chromosome translocations and muta-

tions in patient leukemic cells [85]. The use of differentiation induction therapy

agents like all-trans retinoic acid (RA) and 1,25-dihyrodyvitamin D3 (D3) have

been explored in many cancer cell types, including myeloid leukemias, and

lung, liver, prostate, and breast cancer (RA treatment) [31, 239] and in prostate,

breast, colorectal, leukemia, and brain (D3 treatment) [42]. Acute promyelo-

cytic leukemia (APL), a subtype of AML, was once one of the most fatal forms

of acute leukemia until the introduction of RA increased remission rates of pa-

tients to between 80 and 90 % [48]. Failure of RA treatment can occur initially in

patients with RA resistant variants (PLZF-RARA-positive APL), and relapse oc-

curs in 5-20% of cases due to the emergence of RA resistance. To understand the

response of multiple leukemia cell lines to RA and D3 treatments, we developed
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a network structure of well known transcription factors governing myelomono-

cytic lineage selection (granulocytic or monocytic).

In this study we considered data from RA, D3, and RA plus D3 treatments

on six human myeloid leukemia cell lines; (1) K562 (FAB M1), (2) HL60 (FAB

M2), (3) NB4 (FAB M3), (4) U937 (FAB 5), (5) HL60 R38+ and (6) HL60 R38-

(5 and 6 are described previously [121]). K562, a CML cell line with a Bcr-Abl

fusion protein [162], was used as a control because the cells are not respon-

sive to both RA [200] and D3 treatment [177]. HL60 cells, an AML cell line,

are lineage-bipotent myelobasts [75, 54] that can differentiate to either granulo-

cytic lineage (using RA) or monocytic lineage (using D3). The two RA-resistant

HL60 cell lines, R38+ and R38-, were described previously [121, 120]. NB4, an

APL cell line, are highly RA-responsive, but require combination treatments for

monocytic differentiation (i.e. low response to D3) [21, 243]. U937, histiocytic

lymphoma cell line, are highly responsive to D3 induced monocytic differenti-

ation, but have ambiguous differentiation effects due to RA (either monocytic

or granulocytic) [182, 180, 58]. The model network contained two inputs (RA

and D3) and 18 main species. We included two receptors, reinoic acid receptor

alpha (RAR↵) and vitamin D receptor (VDR), but excluded their heterodimer

receptor pair, retinoid receptor (RXR), for simplicity (assumption RXR is readily

available). Also, included in the model were transcription factors important in

myelomonocytic lineage selection (listed in Table 3.1). Finally upstream mark-

ers for differentiation were included, including CD38, CD11b, CD14, G1/GO

cell cycle arrest and inducible oxidative metabolism. CD38 and CD11b are

myelomonocytic markers and CD14 is a monocytic specific marker.

In this study we first determined that a network structure of a small three
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node protein model could be identified with sufficient experimental data. A

model structure search in combination with particle swarm optimization to de-

termine parameter values narrowed down total possible model structures from

19683 to twenty. After additional experimental data was implemented, we were

able to find the synthetic model structure with no a priori knowledge. Next

we investigated possible network structures for transcription factor and up-

stream markers in six leukemia cell lines treated with RA and D3 (data from

[122]). The upstream markers CD38 and CD11b (myelomonocytic markers) and

CD14 (monocytic specific marker) were included in the model. Also, included

in the model were transcription factors important in myelomonocytic lineage

selection. Starting from an initial best model structure curated from literature

sources, we were able to improve the model fits for six leukemia cell lines versus

experimental data.

3.2 Results

3.2.1 Three Node Example Network

To determine if we could distinguish between possible model structures, we

began by first modeling a simple three protein node network. The model we

designated as the true model is shown in Figure 3.1A and the results for the syn-

thetic data generated are given in Figure B.1. All proteins in the model could act

as either transcription factors or transcription repressors. The two examples of

transcriptional regulation, activation and repression, are given in Figure 3.1D.

Assuming no prior knowledge, other than number of nodes and inducer loca-
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tion, we were able to narrow down possible network structures with just one ex-

periment and ultimately determine the true network structure with a small set

of additional experiments (Table B.3). For an n node protein network with three

possible interactions between nodes (activation, inhibition, or no interaction)

and allowing for self regulation (i.e. P
1

can be a transcription factor for itself),

we had a total of 3

n2 possible structures, where n is the number of protein nodes.

The simple n = 3 case had a total of 19683 possible model structures, which we

exhaustively searched and determined a best fit parameter set for each model

using particle swarm optimization. For particle swarm optimization we desig-

nated a ten particle system and 30 operations, for 300 total iterations. The initial

ten particles were each a set of parameters containing 35 randomized parame-

ters (20 control parameters and 15 kinetic parameters). Using the data from five

species (one saved for validation) in experiment 1 (Table B.3), we narrowed our

results to the 20 best model structures (top 0.1%). For these 20 best models, we

ran a second particle swarm optimization with 300 total iterations to determine

if a better solution could be found. In this case we started with ten particles ran-

domized from the best parameter set from each model obtained from the first

trial. As shown in Figure 3.2, the true model was not selected as the best fit and

we did not find the “true” parameter set. The top model was similar to the true

model with two additional interactions and two opposite sign interactions (i.e.

activation instead of inhibition) (Fig. 3.1B). Therefore, by using data from just

one experiment we were able to obtain a subset of 20 possible model structures.

From the possible 20 model structures we wanted to determine if we could

narrow down the possibilities to one structure with the use of additional experi-

mental data. All top 20 models show qualitatively the correct response (Fig. 3.2)

and therefore, the simulation error could be caused either by a model structure
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Figure 3.1: Model for three node protein network. Arrows denote acti-
vation and lines denote inhibition. The model includes three
proteins (P

1

, P
2

, and P
3

), the corresponding mRNA (mRNA
1

,
mRNA

2

, and mRNA
3

), RNA polymerase (RNAP), ribosomes
(RIBO), and Inducer. A. The true model for the three node pro-
tein network. B. The best fit model after parameter estimation
using data from only one experiment. C. The best fit model
after parameter estimation using data from experiments 1, 2
and 3. Red lines denote interactions not in original model and
blue lines denote interactions that are opposite of the original
model. D. Gene transcription activation and repression in the
model (figure modified from [7]).
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issue or a parameter set estimation issue (did we find the correct parameters?).

The top 20 models have many features in common (Fig. 3.3): (1) All 20 models

designated P
1

as a transcription factor activator for species two, (2) 19 models

showed P
2

inhibits itself, (3) 20 models showed P
2

as a transcriptional regulator

(activator or repressor) for species three, with four having the opposite interac-

tion (i.e. repression instead of activation), and (4) 18 models showed P
3

regu-

lated itself, but 12 of these cases are opposite (activation instead of repression).

Many of the structures also had added interactions: (1) ten models added reg-

ulation from P
3

to species two, (2) eight models added self-regulation of P
1

(all

activation), and (3) eight models added regulation of species three by P
1

. After

studying the possible structures we performed two additional experiments to

obtain synthetic data (Table B.3). In experiment two an inducer was added at

t=100 A.U. and the binding domain of P
2

was inhibited (i.e. P
2

could not act as

a transcription factor). Finally, in experiment three an inducer was added every

24 A.U. starting at t = 100 A.U., to represent step inputs on the system. Again

we ran a particle swarm optimization method to find a new best fit parameter

set for the top 20 models, this time using a total of three experiments and five

species per experiment to calculate experimental error (Table B.1). With the ad-

ditional two experiments we were able to exclude the previous top model (Fig.

3.1B). In figure 3.4C and 3.4F, we see that the previous top model (in blue) does

not qualitatively fit mRNA or protein data for species three. The true model

(red) is the second best fitting model after optimization with three experiments,

while the new top fitting model is in green. In experiment two, mRNA
3

de-

creased due to the inhibition of P
2

activity (P
2

is a transcription factor activator

for mRNA
3

in the true model). The previous top model (3147) was not able to

obtain this result due to the incorrect interaction between P
2

and species three
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(inhibition instead of activation). The new top model (Fig. 3.1C) had one addi-

tional interaction that occured between P
3

and species two. After finding that

the control parameter value, 
3,2, was 9.9e-7 (essentially zero), for this interac-

tion we were able to ignore the additional interaction (in equation 3.14, if 
3,2 =

0 then f
3,2 = 0). Therefore, with using only three experiments and 15 objective

functions we were able to obtain the correct model structure after exhaustively

searching all 19683 possible structures. From the small three node network we

determined that the correct model structure could be identified with sufficient

experimental data after an exhaustive network search.

3.2.2 Leukemia Transcription Factor Network

Next we investigated possible network structures for transcription factor and

upstream markers in six leukemia cell lines treated with RA and D3 (data from

[122]). The six cell lines, K562, HL60, NB4, U937, HL60 R38+ and HL60 R38-,

had diverse reactions to the stimuli and thus, we assumed that network struc-

tures could differ between cell lines. The leukemia transcription factor network

with two inducers (RA and D3), contained 42 differential equations (RXR was

included but set to zero in this case), 652 control parameters, and 90 kinetic pa-

rameters. In this case, with n = 18 protein nodes, if no prior knowledge was

assumed, other than number of nodes and inducer location, we would have a

total of 3

18

2 possible model structures. To narrow down our search space we

first assumed proteins which do not act as transcription factors always have no

interaction from the protein to another species: CD38, CD11b, CD14 and p47.

Also, we designated the protein Gfi-1 as always acting as a repressor if the in-

teraction existed. Next we created an initial guess transcription factor network
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Figure 3.2: Experiment 1 results for the top 20 models with respective best
parameter sets determined from particle swarm optimization.
In experiment 1, inducer was added at Time = 100. A,B,C.
Plots of mRNA concentration profiles for species 1, 2, and 3
after inducer added at Time = 100. D. Plot of protein concen-
tration profile for species 1 which was used for validation. E,F.
Plots of protein concentration profiles for species 2 and 3. Red
dots denote synthetic experimental data used for fitting. Red
lines represent the true model with optimized parameters, blue
denotes the best fitting model (3.1B), and the grey lines repre-
sent remaining top 18 models.

by searching the literature, which is shown in Figure 3.5 (interactions and refer-

ences shown in Table 3.1). We began by calculating a top parameter set for each

cell line using this initial network structure. A top parameter set was calcu-

lated using particle swarm optimization with 35 particles and 90 iterations per

particle, for a total of 3150 iterations. Simulation data for each cell line was com-

pared to 39 objective functions found in Table B.4. After finding the parameter

set with the lowest error for each model based on this initial structure, we then
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Figure 3.3: Structures of top 20 three protein node models. Models are ar-
ranged from lowest error (best fit) to highest error, with the true
model at number 12. Red denotes interactions not in original
model, blue denotes interactions that are opposite of the orig-
inal model, and dotted lines denote interactions in true model
that are missing in structure. Numbers (i.e. 3147) denote the
specific model number out of the total 19683 structures.
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Figure 3.4: Experiment 2 results for the top 20 models with respective best
parameter sets determined from particle swarm optimization.
In experiment 2, inducer and an inhibitor for P

2

were added
at Time = 100. A,B. Plots of mRNA concentration profiles for
species 1 and 2 after inducer and inhibitor added at Time =
100. C. Plot of mRNA concentration profile for species 3 which
was used for validation. D,E,F. Plots of protein concentration
profiles for species 1, 2, and 3. Red dots denote synthetic ex-
perimental data used for fitting. Red lines represent the true
model with new optimized parameters, blue denotes the best
fitting model after experiment 1 (3.1B), green denotes the new
best fitting model, orange denotes the third best fit model, and
the grey lines represent remaining top 18 models.

perturbed the model by randomly changing one to three edges in the model

from our initial best guess to either no interaction (0), negative interaction (-1),

or positive interaction (1). Again we used particle swarm optimization to find

a new best parameter set for the updated model. If the error was less then the

previous model we accepted the new model, and in the next iteration we would

perturb this new model structure. Through this method, we looked at approxi-
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Figure 3.5: Initial myelomonocytic transcription factor network structure
from literature sources. Figure shows interactions between
protein nodes with arrows indicating transcriptional activa-
tion and lines indicating transcriptional repression. Phenotypic
markers are shown on the right side, with black indicating ac-
tivation and red repression. RXR (shown in the figure) was
assumed to exist in an active form to dimerize with RAR↵,
VDR, and PPAR� and was excluded in this network identifi-
cation problem.

mately 300 model structures for each cell line and were able to improve model

fits compared to the initial model structure.
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Through model and parameter optimization we discovered improved net-

work structures for the six cell lines: K562, HL60, NB4, U937, HL60 R38+ and

HL60 R38-. The new network structures showed improved fits against a subset

of the experimental data. For example the new model structure of the HL60 R38-

cell line was able to accurately predict the increase in VDR concentration due to

a D3 stimulus and RA+D3 stimulus which was missed in the original structure

(Figure 3.6). The new model structure for the HL60 cell line was able to predict

the CD38 expression shift due to RA and RA + D3 stimulus, but still missed the

D3 stimulus experiment (Figure 3.7). In the NB4 case of CD11b concentration

we again missed the D3 stimulus experiment, but were able to improve the re-

sults of the RA and RA + D3 stimulus experiments (Figure 3.8). Change in PU.1

concentration due to RA, D3, and RA + D3 treatments was accurately modeled

with the new K562 model structure (Figure 3.9). Training experiments involv-

ing AhR in U937 cells and C/EBP↵ in HL60 R38+ cells are also shown (Figure

B.2 and B.3). To improve the model fits many perturbations (adding, deleting,

or switching edges) were made to the initial network structure for each cell line.

For the K562 cell line, unresponsive to RA and D3, 100 changes were made to

our initial best network structure (Table B.5). The model structure for the NB4

cell line, which is highly responsive to RA, contained 90 changes (Table B.6). For

HL60 cells, 91 edges were changed in the model structure (Table B.7). The two

RA resistant HL60, R38- and R38+, models had 76 and 74 changes, respectively

(Table B.9 and Table B.8). Finally, the U937 model had 41 network changes in

the best model solution (Table B.10). Taken together, through a combination of

network perturbations we were able to better predict a subset of experiments in

six leukemia cell lines: K562, HL60, NB4, U937, HL60 R38+ and HL60 R38-. We

also developed new model structures specific to each cell line from our initial
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shared model structure guess.
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Table 3.1: Initial myelomonocytic transcription factor network list with tran-

scription factor, effect, target gene, and reference

Transcription Factor General Effect Target Gene Reference(s)

RAR↵ upregulates RAR↵ [199]

RAR↵ upregulates PU.1 [176]

RAR↵ upregulates C/EBP↵ [77]

RAR↵ upregulates IRF-1 [165]

RAR↵ represses Oct4 [234]

RAR↵ upregulates CD38 [65]

RAR↵ upregulates p21 [159]

RAR↵ upregulates AhR [29]

RAR↵ upregulates EGR1 [14]

VDR upregulates PPAR� [67]

VDR upregulates PU.1

VDR upregulates p21 [160]

PPAR� upregulates C/EBP↵ [202]

PPAR� upregulates IRF-1 [251]

PPAR� upregulates Oct1 [26]

PPAR� represses AP-1 [60]

PPAR� represses E2F [8]

PPAR� represses EGR1 [71]

PPAR� upregulates CD38 [226]

PPAR� upregulates CD14 [235]

PPAR� upregulates p21 [94]

PPAR� represses p47phox [256]

PU.1 represses PPAR� [62]

PU.1 upregulates PU.1 [38]

PU.1 upregulates AP-1 [230]

PU.1 upregulates EGR1 [143]

PU.1 upregulates CD11b [183]

PU.1 upregulates p21 [274]

PU.1 upregulates p47phox [149]

PU.1 upregulates VDR [84]

C/EBP↵ upregulates PPAR� [202]

C/EBP↵ upregulates PU.1 [51]

C/EBP↵ upregulates C/EBP↵ [245]

C/EBP↵ upregulates Gfi-1 [150]
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C/EBP↵ represses E2F [53]

C/EBP↵ upregulates CD14 [184]

C/EBP↵ upregulates p21 [98]

IRF-1 upregulates CD38 [15]

IRF-1 upregulates p21 [188]

Gfi-1 represses PU.1 [50]

Gfi-1 represses C/EBP↵ [66]

Gfi-1 represses E2F [66]

Gfi-1 represses EGR1 [143]

Gfi-1 represses p21 [66]

Oct1 upregulates VDR [158]

Oct1 upregulates PU.1 [39]

AP-1 upregulates VDR [158]

AP-1 represses PPAR� [60]

AP-1 upregulates PU.1 [16]

AP-1 upregulates p21 [130]

E2F upregulates E2F [124]

EGR1 upregulates PPAR� [79]

EGR1 represses Gfi-1 [166]

EGR1 upregulates CD14 [37]

AhR upregulates AP-1 [231]

AhR upregulates IRF-1 [218]

AhR represses Oct4 [28]

AhR represses PU.1
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3.3 Discussion

In this study, we developed a method for determining protein node network

structures from experimental data with incomplete biological knowledge. The

models described transcriptional regulation due to the input of inducers. First

we were able to determine a toy three node protein network structure by search-

ing through all possible structures and using particle swarm optimization to

optimize parameters. The network structure was narrowed down to a subset of

20 models using data from one experiment and eventually found using two ad-

ditional experiments. In total, 15 objective experiments were used for training

and three experiments were saved for prediction. Of the top 20 network struc-

tures found many of the edges were conserved including: (1) All 20 models

designated P
1

as a transcription factor activator for species two, (2) 19 models

showed P
2

inhibits itself, (3) 20 models showed P
2

as a transcriptional regu-

lator (activator or repressor) for species three, with four having the opposite

interaction (i.e. repression instead of activation), and (4) 18 models showed P
3

regulated itself, but 12 of these cases are opposite (activation instead of repres-

sion). In many cases additional interactions were added. By adding data from

two additional experiments to the training, we were able to narrow down the

results further with the true model as the second best result. After determining

the two models differed in only one additional interaction, which was essen-

tially zero due to the kinetic parameter, we were able to exclude this interaction

and therefore found the true model. One note, we were not able to find the true

parameter set that was used to obtain the synthetic data with the number of iter-

ations performed. Additional parameter estimation and the use of an ensemble

of parameter sets may be necessary to find a more optimal parameter solution.
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From this we determined that the correct network structure of a small transcrip-

tional regulation network could be found with enough experimental data and

model iterations.

Next we applied this method to determine transcription factor network

structures for six leukemia cell lines: K562, HL60, NB4, U937, HL60 R38+ and

HL60 R38-. All six cell lines have different reactions to RA, D3, and RA + D3

stimuli. RA, a current treatment for APL, is limited by RA resistance, variable

efficacy in different cell types, and lack of understanding of the mechanism of

action. Jensen et al., studied transcriptional regulation in six leukemia cell lines

to determine the changes in critical transcription factors in myelomoncytic dif-

ferentiation between cell lines [122]. By using the experimental data from this

study we wanted to find new network structures in each cell line and therefore,

better understand the critical changes in the development of new cancer sub-

types. The initial network structure curated from literature contained transcrip-

tion factors as well as upstream markers for myelomonocytic lineage selection.

Network perturbations included the addition and deletion of interactions as

well as switching an interaction (i.e. upregulates to represses). We found new

top network structures for all six cell lines and network perturbations can be

found in Tables B.5 - B.10. Interestingly, there was no edge change that was con-

sistent between all cell lines. Three network changes were made to five of six cell

lines: switched or deleted AhR upregulates PU.1 (edge 100), added C/EBP↵ up-

regulates VDR (edge 110), and switched or deleted C/EBP↵ upregulates PU.1

(edge 118). Looking through the network perturbations we were able to find

some literature evidence for a few interactions. For example upregulation of

AP-1 by Oct1 was added to the network structure of four cell lines (K562, NB4,

and WTHL60) and has been studied in [247]. This interaction was also added to
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the HL60 R38- model, except in this case AP-1 was repressed by Oct1. By con-

tinuing to look through the data we can determine more biologically relevant

interactions found in the new models. The new leukemia cell line specific tran-

scription factor models were able to improve the fit of experimental data from a

subset of experiments. Some issues that need to be resolved include the fitting

of many D3 only experiments.

The initial leukemia transcription factor network was assembled after exten-

sive literature review and hand curation of the biochemical interactions. One

note was that interactions came from additional cell lines, including breast and

prostate cancer, and therefore these interaction may or may not exist in leukemia

cell lines. In this chapter we tried to determine new network structures by per-

turbing a best guess initial model network from literature. Data was limited to

thirteen different proteins, out of 18 included in the model. Additional experi-

ments with mRNA data would be useful in determining final model structures

as we modeled mRNA. A population study should be performed on the flow

cytometry data to see if population dynamics can be fit, not just single cell re-

sponse. To improve the model network search a machine learning method could

be used in which after each model perturbation error is calculated and based on

this error a probability is given to the edges perturbed. For example, if we per-

turb edge ten and error triples, we can give the probability of making this step

in the future very low. Also, it would be interesting to look at edges that have

very little effect on model error. Another element that should be added to the

model is the determination of granulocytic or monocytic differentiation in the

cell lines in response to RA and D3 treatments. The ratio of PU.1 to C/EBPA↵

determines granulocytic vs. monocytic lineage selection [51]. CD38 and CD11b

are myelomonocytic markers and CD14 is a monocytic specific marker. Overall
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the goal was to determine network structures to explain varying responses to

RA and D3 treatment in six leukemia cell lines. The network structures found

can be studied further to determine important functional changes between cell

lines.

3.4 Materials and Methods

3.4.1 Formulation of Network Model Equations

For each motif of N protein nodes, a mRNA and protein balance for each node

is written as:
dmj

dt
= rX, jvX, j � kd, jm j � µmj + � (3.1)

dpj

dt
= rT, jvT, j � k

0
d, j p j � µpj (3.2)

where j = 1,2,3 ... N. Degradation rates are given as kd, j and k
0
d, j, and � denotes a

basal mRNA production rate.

The balances governing cellular infrastructure such as RNA polymerase

(RNAP) and ribosomes (RIBO) are given by:

dRNAP
dt

= (↵ � RNAP)µ (3.3)

dRIBO
dt

= (� � RIBO)µ (3.4)

where ↵ and � are constants. Balances governing a given inducer I⇡ and cellular

growth rate µ:
dIz

dt
= � (3.5)

dµ
dt
= 0 (3.6)
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There are a total of 2N + ⇧ + 3 differential equations for each motif, where ⇧ is

the number of inducers in the network.

The terms rX, j and rT, j denote the rate of transcription and translation respec-

tively and are given by:

rX, j = kX, j(RNAP)µ j (3.7)

rT, j = kT, j(RIBO)mj! j (3.8)

where µ j and ! j describe the allocation of RNAP and RIBO resources to the

expression and translation of node j:

µ j = kX, j(RNAP)

2
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6
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! j = kT, j(RIBO)mj
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(3.10)

The rate of expression and translation for node j is modified by control variables

which describe the regulatory inputs controlling the node. One assumption is

that translation is not actively regulated, thus vT, j = 1. Transcription may be

regulated by other proteins in the motif. If the expression of species j had m

activating factors and n repressive factors, the control term was modeled as a

mean:

v j =

0

B

B

B

B

@

P

i2 j+
ui, j +

P

i2 j�1

di, j

1

C

C

C

C

A

(m + n)

(3.11)

where:

ui j = fi j (3.12)

di j = 1 � fi j (3.13)

The quantities ⌘+ and j� denote the sets of activating and repressive factors for

gene j. There are many possible functional forms for 0  fi j(Z)  1. Each
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individual transfer function took the form:

fi(x) =
⌘i jZ

⌘
j

1 + ⌘i jZ
⌘
j

(3.14)

where Z j denotes the abundance of the j factor (e.g. protein abundance), and

i, j and ⌘ are control parameters. The i, j parameter was a gain parameter and ⌘

was a cooperatively parameter (similar to a HIll coefficient).

The small three protein network with one inducer contained 10 differential

equations, 20 control parameters, and 15 kinetic parameters. For the small three

protein network the model equations were encoded using the Python program-

ming language and solved using the ODEINT routine of the SciPy module [125].

The leukemia transcription factor network with two inducers (RA and D3), con-

tained 42 differential equations (RXR was included but set to zero in this case),

652 control parameters, and 90 kinetic parameters. Due to the increased size of

the network, the model equations in this case were encoded using the Julia pro-

gramming language [19] and solved using the CVODE solver in the SUNDIALS

library [108].

3.4.2 Estimation of top parameter sets using Particle Swarm

Optimization (PSO)

We used particle swarm optimization to estimate top parameter sets for each

model. Particle swarm optimization employs a population of particles with

their own coordinates, velocity and best fit error to find a global best fit error

[68].

The mean squared error, ⌘, of parameter set k for training objective j was
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defined as:

⌘ j(pk) =
1

N

N
X

i

(x̂i, j � � jx(pk)i, j)
2

�̂2

i, j

(3.15)

The symbol x̂i, j denotes scaled experimental observations (from training ob-

jective j) while x(pk)i, j denotes the simulation output (from training objective j).

The quantity i denotes the sampled time-index or condition, and N denotes the

number of time points or conditions for experiment j. The standard deviation,

�̂i, j, was calculated from at least three experimental repeats. � j is a scaling factor

which is required when considering experimental data that is accurate only to

a multiplicative constant. In this study, the experimental data used for training

and validation was typically band intensity from immunoblots, where intensity

was estimated using the ImageJ software package [2]. The scaling factor used

was chosen to minimize the normalized squared error [25]:

� j =

P

i(x̂i, jxi, j/�̂2

i, j)
P

i(xi, j/�̂i, j)
2

(3.16)

By using the scaling factor, the concentration units on simulation results

were arbitrary, which was consistent with the arbitrary units on the experimen-

tal training data. All simulation data was scaled by the corresponding � j.

The cost function for the optimization problem can be expressed as:

minimize K(pk) =

L
X

i

⌘ j(pk) (3.17)

where L is the number of objective functions used for training.
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To begin PSO we randomly initialized a swarm of K-dimensional particles

(represented as xi), which correspond to aK-dimensional parameter vector. Af-

ter running the necessary simulations, for each initial particle we calculated the

particle error for all L objective functions, the total particle error (K), and the ve-

locity vector (initially set to zero). Next we determined the global best error (i.e.

the lowest K value for all particles) and global best particle position. For each

operation after initialization, the velocity (vi, j) and position (xi, j) of each particle

were updated by the following equations:

vi, j = ✓vi, j�1

+Ar
1

(Li � xi, j�1

) + Br
2

(GL � xi, j�1

) (3.18)

xi, j = xi, j�1

+ vi, j (3.19)

where (✓, A, B) are adjustable parameters, Li denotes best local solution found

by particle i up until function evaluation j � 1, and GL denotes the best global

solution up until function evaluation j � 1. The quantities r
1

and r
2

denotes

uniform random vectors with the same dimension as the number of unknown

model parameters (K x1).
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Again for each new particle position we calculated the particle error for all

L objective functions, the total particle error (K), and the velocity vector. Using

a greedy search we updated Li and GL by the following rules:

if Ki, j < Kbest,i then
Kbest,i = Ki, j

Li = xi, j

if Ki, j < Kglobalbest then
Kglobalbest = Ki, j

GL = xi, j

end
end

After J total operations we saved GL and Kglobalbest for the given model net-

work structure.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

4.0.1 Closing Remarks

Cancer is the second leading cause of death in the United States, and the prob-

ability of being diagnosed with invasive cancer is 43% for men and 38% for

women [222]. One of the major obstacles of overcoming cancer has been the

complexity of the biological systems involved. A computational modeling ap-

proach in combination with experiments should be used to understand the com-

plex biology behind cancer. We must develop a better understanding of mech-

anisms involved to determine the development of drug resistance in cancers,

predict combination therapies, and determine individualized treatment for can-

cer patients. Many mutations have been discovered in cancer to change cellular

network responses, but the overall effects of these changes may be unknown,

with small changes having broad-reaching effects [22]. Modeling approaches

have been used to study p53, ErbB receptors, RAS, TGF-�, and intracellular re-

ceptors, such as AR and RAR [140, 241, 242]. One promising drug candidate,

MM-121, a human monoclonal antibody against ErbB3, was developed after re-

vealing through sensitivity analysis that ErbB3 was a key node in their compu-

tational model of the ErbB signaling network [215]. The combination of exper-

imental and computational methods is essential to understanding and treating

cancer.

This work paired the use of computational models and experiments to deter-

mine the development of cancer subtypes in prostate cancer (ADPC vs CRPC)

and leukemia (RA and D3 resistant subtypes). First we developed and analyzed
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a population of mathematical models describing growth factor and hormone

signal integration in androgen dependent, intermediate and resistant prostate

cancer cells. The model described the integration of two simultaneous extra-

cellular signaling inputs, androgen and mitogenic growth factors. Model pa-

rameters were identified from 43 studies in androgen dependent and resistant

LNCaP cell lines. The model was validated by comparing simulations with an

additional 29 data sets from LNCaP cell lines that were not used during training.

Additionally, data from four drug trials was also used to evaluate the models

performance. Sensitivity and robustness analysis, conducted over the popula-

tion of prostate signaling models, suggested that simultaneously targeting the

PI3K and MAPK pathways in addition to anti-androgen therapies could be an

effective treatment for CRPC. We tested this hypothesis in both ADPC LNCaP

cell lines and LNCaP derived CRPC C4-2 cells using three inhibitors: the an-

drogen receptor inhibitor MDV3100 (enzalutamide), the Raf kinase inhibitor so-

rafenib, and the PI3K inhibitor LY294002. Consistent with model predictions,

cell viability decreased at 72 hrs in the dual and triple inhibition cases in both

the LNCaP and C4-2 cell lines. Additionally we observed crosstalk between reg-

ulatory pathways, as addition of inhibitors for one pathway increased activation

of other pathways. These results suggest combination treatments are necessary

to overcome the crosstalk between cell signaling pathways in prostate cancer.

The reverse engineering of biological networks has been studied in nu-

merous contexts. It has been used in cancer networks to predict cancer out-

comes, provide hypotheses for tumor progression, and explore cancer biomark-

ers [257]. One of the problems in reverse engineering is discriminating between

model variants which accurately describe the experimental data [141]. In this

study we determined that a network structure for a three node protein tran-
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scription network could be found using sufficient experimental data. A good fit

structure was found using only one experiment and two additional experiments

were necessary to determine the correct model structure. The six leukemia cell

lines, K562, HL60, NB4, U937, HL60 R38+ and HL60 R38-, have different re-

sponses to RA and D3 stimuli. Typically RA treatment leads to monocytic dif-

ferentiation and D3 leads to granulocytic differentiation. The experiment re-

sults from Jensen et al. suggest that lineage determining transcription factors do

not behave as expected and the mechanisms are unknown [122]. To determine

the mechanisms involved we developed a 18 node transcription factor network

of leukemia including CD38 and CD11b (myelomonocytic markers) and CD14

(monocytic specific marker). The model was simplified to exclude additional

signaling interactions such as RXR dimerization with RAR and VDR. We de-

termined better network structures from perturbation of an original best guess

model. Additional work should be done to find better fits for certain experi-

ments and network changes should be studied to see if they are all necessary

for improvement of the model performance.

Potential Future Projects

Continue to test dual and triple inhibition in prostate cancer. It would be inter-

esting to look at additional cell lines, such as CWR22v1 cells which have higher

basal pERK expression and lower basal pAKT expression then LNCaP and C4-

2 cells. Mouse studies in androgen dependent and castration resistant mice

should also be performed. Also, AR activity should be measured in additional

ways other then AR expression levels, including the use of an ARE-Luciferase

reporter and qRT-PCR of androgen-regulated genes, such as PSA, Pbsn, and
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Nkx3.1. It would also be interesting to look at the response of the cells to the

drugs with the addition of DHT to the cells.

Experimentally determine the role of EGF in prostate cancer signaling. Iden-

tifying the mechanisms responsible for EGF regulation of AR and AR targeted

genes could be of significance. To do this multiple prostate cancer cell lines, in-

cluding LNCaP C-33, LNCaP C-81, CWR-R1, and C4-2, should be used to test

whether EGF leads to a decrease in AR activation and expression levels. Since

EGF is known to activate the PI3K/Akt pathway as well as the MAPK pathway,

we would inhibit both pathways. The mRNA levels of AR as well as protein

levels should be measured to determine if the decrease in AR expression lev-

els is due to decreased stability of the AR protein or an increase in AR mRNA

degradation. Through these studies we hope to determine the downstream ef-

fects of EGF on AR and the signaling pathways involved in different prostate

cancer cell lines.

Computationally determine the role of EGF in prostate cancer signaling. In ad-

dition to experimentally identifying the mechanisms responsible for EGF regu-

lation of AR and AR targeted genes, we could look at altered network structures

to see if we can fit the data. This would be similar to the network identification

problem in chapter 3.

Improve model identification method. The model identification method could

be improved by adding a machine learning element to the algorithm. Currently

we are just accepting models that are better then the current best model struc-

ture. Instead it might be more useful to look at the change in error response due

to the perturbation and add an additional probability of choosing those pertur-

bations in the future based on change in error. Also, it would be useful to find
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a method to determine new experimental data necessary to find a better model

structure. Additional experiments, such as mRNA data, may be necessary to

determine correct model structures.

Improve leukemia transcription factor models by using a population approach.

Currently, we did not look at a population approach for fitting parameter data.

For flow cytometry data in particular, a population approach may be able to

fit the shifts in cell population responses better. Also, a population approach

instead of a best fit solution, may improve data fits for the western blot data.

Add a lineage component to the leukemia transcription factor model. Typically

RA treatment leads to monocytic differentiation and D3 leads to granulocytic

differentiation. As we saw, this may be cell line dependent and lineage direction

may be dependent on specific levels of RA and D3 in combinations of the two

stimuli. The ratio of PU.1 to C/EBPA↵ determines granulocytic vs. monocytic

lineage selection [51]. CD38 and CD11b are myelomonocytic markers and CD14

is a monocytic specific marker. Using this information we may be able to add

a function to the model that will determine lineage direction after a stimulus is

added based on protein levels.
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APPENDIX A

CHAPTER 1 OF APPENDIX

Estimation of a population of models using Pareto Optimal En-

semble Techniques (POETs).

We used multiobjective optimization to estimate an ensemble of prostate mod-

els. Although computationally more complex than single-objective formula-

tions, multiobjective optimization can be used to address qualitative conflicts in

training data arising from experimental error or cell-line artifacts [97]. In this

study we used the Pareto Optimal Ensemble Technique (POETs) to perform the

optimization. POETs integrates standard search strategies, e.g., Simulated An-

nealing (SA) or Local Pattern Search (PS) with a Pareto-rank fitness assignment

[227]. The mean squared error, ⌘, of parameter set k for training objective j was

defined as:

⌘ j(pk) =
1

N

N
X

i

(x̂i, j � � jx(pk)i, j)
2

�̂2

i, j

(A.1)

The symbol x̂i, j denotes scaled experimental observations (from training ob-

jective j) while x(pk)i, j denotes the simulation output (from training objective j).

The quantity i denotes the sampled time-index or condition, and N denotes the

number of time points or conditions for experiment j. The standard deviation,

�̂i, j, was assumed to be equal to 10% of the reported observation, if no exper-

imental error was reported. � j is a scaling factor which is required when con-

sidering experimental data that is accurate only to a multiplicative constant. In

this study, the experimental data used for training and validation was typically
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band intensity from immunoblots, where intensity was estimated using the Im-

ageJ software package [2]. The scaling factor used was chosen to minimize the

normalized squared error [25]:

� j =

P

i(x̂i, jxi, j/�̂2

i, j)
P

i(xi, j/�̂i, j)
2

(A.2)

By using the scaling factor, the concentration units on simulation results

were arbitrary, which was consistent with the arbitrary units on the experimen-

tal training data. All simulation data was scaled by the corresponding � j.

We computed the Pareto rank of parameter set ki+1

by comparing the simu-

lation error at iteration i + 1 against the simulation archive, denoted as Ki. We

used the Fonseca and Fleming ranking scheme [74] to estimate the rank of the

parameter set ki+1

. Parameter sets with increasing rank are progressively further

away from the optimal trade-off surface. The parameter set ki+1

was accepted

or rejected by the SA with probability P (ki+1

):

P(ki+1

) ⌘ exp {�rank (ki+1

| Ki) /T } (A.3)

where T is the computational annealing temperature. The Pareto rank for ki+1

is

denoted by rank (ki+1

| Ki). The annealing temperature was adjusted according

to the schedule Tk = �kT
0

where �was defined as � =
⇣T f

To

⌘

1/10

. The initial temper-

ature was given by T
0

= n/log(2), with n = 4 and the final temperature T f = 0.1

used in this study. The epoch-counter k was incremented after the addition of 50

members to the ensemble. As the ensemble grew, the likelihood of accepting a

high rank set decreased. Parameter sets were generated by applying a random

perturbation in log space:
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log ki+1

= log ki +N(0, ⌫) (A.4)

where N(0, ⌫) is a normally distributed random number with zero mean and

variance ⌫, set as 0.1 in this model. The perturbation was applied in log space to

account for large variation in parameter scales and to ensure positive parameter

values. We used a local pattern search every q steps, in our case 20, to min-

imize error for a single randomly selected objective. The local pattern-search

algorithm used has been described previously [81].

Translation and Transcription Template

We utilized the following template for the transcription of genes in the network

without a transcription factor:

(1) gPS A + RNAP
k

1

⌦
k

2

gPS A RNAP

(2) gPS A RNAP
k

3! gPS A + RNAP + mRNAPS A

and with a transcription factor:

(3) gPS A + (ARp DHT)
2

k
4

⌦
k

5

gPS A (ARp DHT)
2

(4) gPS A (ARp DHT)
2

+ RNAP
k

6

⌦
k

7

gPS A (ARp DHT)
2

RNAP

(5) gPS A (ARp DHT)
2

RNAP
k

8! gPS A + (ARp DHT)
2

+ RNAP + mRNAPS A
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RNAP denotes RNA polymerase. Next translation was modeled by the follow-

ing, where Ribo denotes ribosome:

(6) mRNAPS A + eIF4E
k

9

⌦
k

10

mRNAPS A eIF4E

(7) mRNAPS A eIF4E + Ribo40S
k

11

⌦
k

12

mRNAPS A eIF4E Ribo40S

(8) mRNAPS A eIF4E Ribo40S + Ribo60S
k

13

⌦
k

14

mRNAPS A eIF4E Ribo40S Ribo60S

(9) mRNAPS A eIF4E Ribo40S Ribo60S
k

15! mRNAPS A Ribo40S Ribo60S + eIF4E

(10) mRNAPS A Ribo40S Ribo60S
k

16! mRNAPS A Ribo40S Ribo60S Elong

(11) mRNAPS A Ribo40S Ribo60S Elong
k

17! PSA + mRNAPS A + Ribo40S + Ribo60S
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Table A.1: Objective function list along with species measured, stimulus, cell-

type, steady state (SS) vs dynamic (D) and the corresponding literature refer-

ence.

O# Species Cell Type Stimulus SS or D Source

O1 PSA C33/C81 0 SS [147]

O2 PSA C33 DHT D [147]

O3 PSA C81 DHT D [147]

O4 ERK-p C33 DHT D [147]

O5 ERK-p C81 DHT D [147]

O6 PSA C33 HER2 Knockdown SS [147]

O7 PSA C81 HER2 Knockdown SS [147]

O8 PSA C33 MEK Up SS [147]

O9 PSA C81 MEK Down SS [147]

O10 PSA C33 HER2 Up SS [147]

O11 ERK-p C33 HER2 Up SS [147]

O12 AR C33/C51/C81 0 SS [154]

O13 PAcP mRNA C33 DHT D [154]

O14 PAcP mRNA C51 DHT D [154]

O15 PAcP mRNA C81 DHT D [154]

O16 HER2-p C33/C51/C81 0 SS [273]

O17 Cyclin D C33/C81 0 SS CITE

O18 Cyclin D C33 EGF D [190]

O19 Cyclin D mRNA C33 EGF D [190]

O20 AKT-p C51/LNCaP-Rf 0 SS [178]

O21 p27Kip1 C51/LNCaP-Rf 0 SS [178]

O22 p21Cip1 C51/LNCaP-Rf 0 SS [178]

O23 Rb-p C33 DHT D [268]

O24 p70-p C33 DHT D [268]

O25 p21Cip1 C33 DHT D [139]
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O26 p27Kip1 C33 DHT D [139]

O27 PSA mRNA C33 Cyclin E Up + DHT D [269]

O28 AR mRNA C33 Cyclin E Up + DHT D [269]

O29 PSA mRNA C33 HER2 Up SS [271]

O30 AKT-p C33/C51 0 SS [153]

O31 AR C51 DHT D [153]

O32 AR C33 DHT D [41]

O33 Cyclin D1b mRNA C33 Sam68 Knockdown SS [187]

O34 AR mRNA C33 E2F Up SS [56]

O35 AR C33 E2F Up SS [56]

O36 AR Cyclin E C33 E2F Up SS [56]

O37 PSA C33 E2F Up SS [56]

O38 cPAcP C33 DHT D [172]

O39 Cyclin D C33 DHT D [268]

O40 4EBP1-p C33 DHT D [268]

O41* PAcP mRNA C33/C51/C81 0 SS [154]

O42* p16INK4 C51/C81 0 SS [178]

O43* cPAcP C33/C51/C81 0 SS [155]
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Table A.2: Blind Prediction list along with species measured, stimulus, cell-type,

steady state (SS) vs dynamic (D) and the corresponding literature reference.

Prediction# Species Cell Type Stimulus SS or D Source

P1 HER2-p C33 DHT D [172]

P2 p27Kip1 C33 SHP Knockdown D [201]

P3 ERK-p C33 PAcP Knockdown SS [44]

P4 AKT-p C33 PAcP Knockdown SS [44]

P5 Cyclin D1 C33 PAcP Knockdown SS [44]

P6 EGFR-p C33 EGF D [40]

P7 HER2-p C33 EGF D [40]

P8 EGFR-p LNCaP-AI EGF D [40]

P9 HER2-p LNCaP-AI EGF D [40]

P10 CyclinE C33 DHT D [139]

P11 CDK2 C33 DHT D [139]

P12 HER2-p C33/C81 0 SS [44]

P13 AR C33 EGF D [32]

P14 AR C33 EGF D [46]

P15 p27Kip1 C33 DHT D [69]

P16 Rb-p C33 DHT D [139]

P17 AR C33 DHT D [32]

P18 AKT-p C33 DHT D [32]

P19 PSA C33 EGF + DHT D [32]

P20 PSA C33 EGF D [32]

P21 Cyclin D1 C33 Sam68 Knockdown SS [30]

P22 Shc C33 DHT D [252]

P23 Shc C33 EGF D [252]

P24 Shc C33/C81 0 SS [252]

P25 AR C33 AKT-p Knockdown SS [92]

P26 AR LNCaP AI AKT-p Knockdown SS [92]
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P27 4EBP1 bound eIF4E C33/LNAI 0 SS [88]

P28 Shc-p C33/C51/C81 0 SS [146]

P29 Shc-p C33 EGF D [146]

P30 PSA Response CRPC Patients enzalutamide D [213]

P31 PSA Response CRPC Patients sorafenib D [52]

P32 PSA Response CRPC Patients lapatinib D [263]

P33 PSA Response ADPC Patients lapatinib D [157]
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Figure A.1: Coefficient of variation (CV) of model parameters estimated
using POETs. The solid line denotes the mean CV calculated
over the entire ensemble (N = 5000). The points denote the
mean CV of the 500 ensemble members used for sensitivity
and robustness calculations. Over the ensemble, the coefficient
of variation (CV) of the kinetic parameters spanned 0.59 - 5.8,
with 33% of the parameters having a CV of less than one.
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Figure A.2: Blind model predictions for the ensemble with the original and
updated model (EGFR and HER2 heterodimer). A,B. Time
course data for HER2 phosphorylation due to a stimulus of
1.6 nM EGF (LNCaP C-33, P7) for the old and new model, re-
spectively. Dark grey shows only parameters improved by the
updated model (N=2870) while light grey show all parameter
sets (N=5000). C,D. Shc phosphorylation levels at 16 hrs in
the presence and absence of 1.6 nM EGF (LNCaP C-33, P29)
for the old and new model, respectively. Light grey denotes
experimental data, mid grey denotes simulation results for all
parameters (N=5000), and black denotes only parameters im-
proved by the updated model (N=3142). Error bars denote
plus and minus one standard deviation above the mean.
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Figure A.3: Sensitivity analysis of a population of prostate models (N =
500). Species with a low sensitivity are considered robust,
while species with a high sensitivity ranking are considered
fragile. A Sensitivity ranking of network species in CR cells
in the absence and presence of DHT. B. Sensitivity ranking of
network species in CR cells in the presence of enzalutamide in
the presence and absence of a DHT stimulus. C.,D. Sensitiv-
ity ranking of network species in CR cells in the presence and
absence of sorafenib and lapatinib, respectively, with a DHT
stimulus. Error bars denote standard error with N = 500.
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Figure A.4: Robustness analysis of protein markers. Expression level of
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Figure B.1: Synthetic data running experiment 1 for true model of three
node protein network. In experiment 1, inducer was added at
Time = 100. A,B,C. Plots of mRNA concentration profiles for
species 1, 2, and 3 after inducer added at Time = 100. D,E,F.
Plots of protein concentration profiles for species 1, 2, and 3.
Red dots denote data used for fitting (0, 24, 48, and 72 AU after
stimulus).
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Table B.1: Training objective function list with objective number, species mea-

sured, experiment and trials used in

Objective # Species Experiment # Trial

O1 mRNA
1

Exp1 1, 2

O2 mRNA
2

Exp1 1, 2

O3 mRNA
3

Exp1 1, 2

O4 P
2

Exp1 1, 2

O5 P
3

Exp1 1, 2

O6 mRNA
1

Exp2 2

O7 mRNA
2

Exp2 2

O8 P
1

Exp2 2

O9 P
2

Exp2 2

O10 P
3

Exp2 2

O11 mRNA
1

Exp3 2

O12 mRNA
2

Exp3 2

O13 mRNA
3

Exp3 2

O14 P
1

Exp3 2

O15 P
3

Exp3 2

Table B.2: Prediction function list with prediction number, species measured,

experiment and trials used in

Prediction # Species Experiment # Trial

P1 P
1

Exp1 1, 2

P2 mRNA
3

Exp2 2

P3 P
2

Exp2 2
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Table B.3: Experiment list with stimulus, species for training, and species for

validation

Experiment # Stimulus Training Species Validation Species

1 At t = 100, Inducer = +10 mRNA
1

, mRNA
2

, mRNA
3

,

P
2

, P
3

P
1

2 At t = 100, Inducer = +10 and inhibit

binding of protein 2

mRNA
1

, mRNA
2

, P
1

, P
2

,

P
3

mRNA
3

3 At t = 100, 124, 148, 172, 196, Inducer =

+1

mRNA
1

, mRNA
2

, mRNA
3

,

P
1

, P
3

P
2
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Table B.4: Training objective function list with objective number, species mea-

sured, stimulus, and time points. The same 39 objective functions were used for

all cell lines with data from [122].

Objective # Species Measured Stimulus Time Point (hrs)

O1 C/EBP↵ 1 µM RA 48

O2 PU.1 1 µM RA 48

O3 EGR1 1 µM RA 48

O4 Gfi-1 1 µM RA 48

O5 RAR↵ 1 µM RA 48

O6 VDR 1 µM RA 48

O7 IRF-1 1 µM RA 48

O8 Oct4 1 µM RA 48

O9 AhR 1 µM RA 48

O10 CD38 1 µM RA 24, 48, 72

O11 CD11b 1 µM RA 24, 48, 72

O12 CD14 1 µM RA 24, 48, 72

O13 G1/G0 1 µM RA 24, 48, 72

O14 C/EBP↵ 0.5 µM VD3 48

O15 PU.1 0.5 µM VD3 48

O16 EGR1 0.5 µM VD3 48

O17 Gfi-1 0.5 µM VD3 48

O18 RAR↵ 0.5 µM VD3 48

O19 VDR 0.5 µM VD3 48

O20 IRF-1 0.5 µM VD3 48

O21 Oct4 0.5 µM VD3 48

O22 AhR 0.5 µM VD3 48

O23 CD38 0.5 µM VD3 24, 48, 72

O24 CD11b 0.5 µM VD3 24, 48, 72

O25 CD14 0.5 µM VD3 24, 48, 72

O26 G1/G0 0.5 µM VD3 24, 48, 72
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O27 C/EBP↵ 1 µM RA, 0.5 µM VD3 48

O28 PU.1 1 µM RA, 0.5 µM VD3 48

O29 EGR1 1 µM RA, 0.5 µM VD3 48

O30 Gfi-1 1 µM RA, 0.5 µM VD3 48

O31 RAR↵ 1 µM RA, 0.5 µM VD3 48

O32 VDR 1 µM RA, 0.5 µM VD3 48

O33 IRF-1 1 µM RA, 0.5 µM VD3 48

O34 Oct4 1 µM RA, 0.5 µM VD3 48

O35 AhR 1 µM RA, 0.5 µM VD3 48

O36 CD38 1 µM RA, 0.5 µM VD3 24, 48, 72

O37 CD11b 1 µM RA, 0.5 µM VD3 24, 48, 72

O38 CD14 1 µM RA, 0.5 µM VD3 24, 48, 72

O39 G1/G0 1 µM RA, 0.5 µM VD3 24, 48, 72
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Figure B.2: Selected training results for the U937 cell line. A.,B.,C. Sim-
ulation and experimental results of change in AhR concentra-
tion due to RA, D3, and RA/D3 stimulus, respectively. Green
denotes experimental data, pink denotes simulation data from
the initial network, and blue denotes simulation data from the
best network. The top parameter set is used, and error bars
denote standard experimental error.
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centration due to RA, D3, and RA/D3 stimulus, respective-
lyl. Green denotes experimental data, pink denotes simulation
data from the initial network, and blue denotes simulation data
from the best network. The top parameter set is used, and error
bars denote standard experimental error.
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Table B.5: Model Updates for K562 cell line with edge number, action, transcrip-

tion factor, general effect, target gene, and new references

Edge Number Action Transcription Factor General Effect Target Gene Reference(s)

6 deleted RAR↵ upregulates AhR

7 deleted RAR↵ upregulates C/EBP↵

8 added RAR↵ represses Gfi-1

9 deleted RAR↵ upregulates EGR1

11 added RAR↵ represses AP-1 [18]

14 added RAR↵ represses CD14

20 added VDR represses VDR

22 added VDR upregulates IRF-1

23 added VDR represses Oct1

25 added VDR represses C/EBP↵

27 added VDR represses EGR1

31 added VDR represses CD11b

32 added VDR upregulates CD14 [204]

34 added VDR upregulates E2F

38 added PPAR� upregulates VDR

49 added PPAR� represses CD11b

50 deleted PPAR� upregulates CD14

52 deleted PPAR� represses E2F

56 added IRF-1 represses VDR

59 added IRF-1 upregulates Oct1

61 added IRF-1 upregulates C/EBP↵

63 added IRF-1 upregulates EGR1

64 added IRF-1 represses PU.1

65 added IRF-1 represses AP-1

67 added IRF-1 upregulates CD11b

70 added IRF-1 upregulates E2F

76 added Oct1 represses IRF-1

77 added Oct1 represses Oct1

78 added Oct1 upregulates AhR

82 deleted Oct1 upregulates PU.1

83 added Oct1 upregulates AP-1 [247]

86 added Oct1 upregulates CD14

87 added Oct1 represses p21

88 added Oct1 upregulates E2F
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89 added Oct1 represses p47phox

90 added Oct1 represses Oct4

92 added AhR upregulates VDR

97 added AhR represses C/EBP↵

99 added AhR upregulates EGR1 [169]

102 added AhR represses CD38

107 added AhR upregulates p47phox

110 added C/EBP↵ represses VDR

117 added C/EBP↵ represses EGR1 [100]

118 deleted C/EBP↵ upregulates PU.1

121 added C/EBP↵ upregulates CD11b

122 switched C/EBP↵ represses CD14

128 added Gfi-1 represses VDR

129 added Gfi-1 represses PPAR�

130 added Gfi-1 represses IRF-1

134 added Gfi-1 represses Gfi-1 [63]

141 deleted Gfi-1 represses p21

144 added Gfi-1 represses Oct4

146 added EGR1 represses VDR

147 switched EGR1 represses PPAR�

150 added EGR1 upregulates AhR

155 added EGR1 upregulates AP-1

157 added EGR1 upregulates CD11b

162 added EGR1 represses Oct4

164 deleted PU.1 upregulates VDR

168 added PU.1 represses AhR

169 added PU.1 represses C/EBP↵

170 added PU.1 upregulates Gfi-1 [143]

173 deleted PU.1 upregulates AP-1

174 added PU.1 represses CD38

177 deleted PU.1 upregulates p21

178 added PU.1 upregulates E2F

179 switched PU.1 represses p47phox

180 added PU.1 upregulates Oct4

182 switched AP-1 represses VDR

184 added AP-1 upregulates IRF-1

187 deleted AP-1 represses C/EBP↵

188 added AP-1 upregulates Gfi-1
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189 added AP-1 upregulates EGR1

195 switched AP-1 represses p21

198 added AP-1 represses Oct4

255 added p21 represses PPAR�

257 added p21 upregulates Oct1

258 added p21 represses AhR

259 added p21 represses C/EBP↵

260 added p21 represses Gfi-1

263 added p21 upregulates AP-1

265 added p21 represses CD11b

274 added E2F upregulates IRF-1

275 added E2F represses Oct1

276 added E2F represses AhR

277 added E2F represses C/EBP↵ [275]

279 added E2F upregulates EGR1

280 added E2F represses PU.1

281 added E2F represses AP-1

282 added E2F upregulates CD38

283 added E2F represses CD11b

284 added E2F represses CD14

286 switched E2F represses E2F

287 added E2F upregulates p47phox

313 added Oct4 upregulates C/EBP↵

318 added Oct4 represses CD38

319 added Oct4 upregulates CD11b

320 added Oct4 upregulates CD14

322 added Oct4 represses E2F

324 added Oct4 represses Oct4
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Table B.6: Model Updates for NB4 cell line with edge number, action, transcrip-

tion factor, general effect, target gene, and new references

Edge Number Action Transcription Factor General Effect Target Gene Reference(s)

3 added RAR↵ represses PPAR�

6 deleted RAR↵ upregulates AhR

9 switched RAR↵ represses EGR1

10 switched RAR↵ represses PU.1

11 added RAR↵ upregulates AP-1

13 added RAR↵ upregulates CD11b

16 added RAR↵ represses E2F

17 added RAR↵ upregulates p47phox [14]

18 switched RAR↵ upregulates Oct4 [17]

22 added VDR represses IRF-1

24 added VDR upregulates AhR

26 added VDR upregulates Gfi-1

36 added VDR upregulates Oct4

38 added PPAR� upregulates VDR

39 added PPAR� represses PPAR�

45 deleted PPAR� represses EGR1

46 added PPAR� represses PU.1

58 added IRF-1 represses IRF-1

60 added IRF-1 represses AhR

62 added IRF-1 upregulates Gfi-1

63 added IRF-1 upregulates EGR1

66 switched IRF-1 represses CD38

70 added IRF-1 represses E2F

72 added IRF-1 upregulates Oct4

76 added Oct1 upregulates IRF-1

77 added Oct1 upregulates Oct1 [185]

81 added Oct1 represses EGR1

83 added Oct1 upregulates AP-1 [247]

86 added Oct1 represses CD14

89 added Oct1 upregulates p47phox

90 added Oct1 represses Oct4

92 added AhR upregulates VDR

96 added AhR upregulates AhR

98 added AhR upregulates Gfi-1
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100 switched AhR upregulates PU.1

103 added AhR upregulates CD11b

104 added AhR represses CD14

106 added AhR represses E2F [168]

110 added C/EBP↵ upregulates VDR

111 switched C/EBP↵ represses PPAR�

113 added C/EBP↵ upregulates Oct1

114 added C/EBP↵ upregulates AhR

116 deleted C/EBP↵ upregulates Gfi-1

117 added C/EBP↵ represses EGR1 [100]

118 deleted C/EBP↵ upregulates PU.1

122 switched C/EBP↵ represses CD14

124 switched C/EBP↵ upregulates E2F

129 added Gfi-1 represses PPAR�

133 deleted Gfi-1 represses C/EBP↵

138 added Gfi-1 represses CD38

143 added Gfi-1 represses p47phox

152 switched EGR1 upregulates Gfi-1

156 added EGR1 represses CD38

157 added EGR1 upregulates CD11b

167 added PU.1 represses Oct1

172 switched PU.1 represses PU.1

175 deleted PU.1 upregulates CD11b

178 added PU.1 upregulates E2F

180 added PU.1 represses Oct4

182 deleted AP-1 upregulates VDR

186 added AP-1 upregulates AhR

188 added AP-1 represses Gfi-1

189 added AP-1 upregulates EGR1

190 deleted AP-1 upregulates PU.1

191 added AP-1 represses AP-1

193 added AP-1 upregulates CD11b

196 added AP-1 upregulates E2F [219]

197 added AP-1 represses p47phox

254 added p21 upregulates VDR

255 added p21 upregulates PPAR�

256 added p21 represses IRF-1

260 added p21 upregulates Gfi-1
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262 added p21 upregulates PU.1

265 added p21 upregulates CD11b

268 added p21 upregulates E2F

272 added E2F upregulates VDR

273 added E2F represses PPAR�

274 added E2F upregulates IRF-1

276 added E2F upregulates AhR

281 added E2F upregulates AP-1

283 added E2F upregulates CD11b

284 added E2F upregulates CD14

286 switched E2F represses E2F

288 added E2F represses Oct4

309 added Oct4 upregulates PPAR�

310 added Oct4 represses IRF-1

312 added Oct4 upregulates AhR

314 added Oct4 upregulates Gfi-1

317 added Oct4 represses AP-1

320 added Oct4 upregulates CD14
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Table B.7: Model Updates for WT-HL60 cell line with edge number, action, tran-

scription factor, general effect, target gene, and new references

Edge Number Action Transcription Factor General Effect Target Gene Reference(s)

2 added RAR↵ represses VDR

3 added RAR↵ upregulates PPAR�

5 added RAR↵ represses Oct1

6 switched RAR↵ represses AhR

7 switched RAR↵ represses C/EBP↵

8 added RAR↵ represses Gfi-1

13 added RAR↵ upregulates CD11b

14 added RAR↵ represses CD14

17 added RAR↵ upregulates p47phox [14]

21 deleted VDR upregulates PPAR�

27 added VDR represses EGR1

34 added VDR represses E2F

38 added PPAR� upregulates VDR

39 added PPAR� represses PPAR�

40 switched PPAR� represses IRF-1

42 added PPAR� upregulates AhR

45 switched PPAR� upregulates EGR1

48 deleted PPAR� upregulates CD38

49 added PPAR� upregulates CD11b

50 switched PPAR� represses CD14

53 deleted PPAR� represses p47phox

56 added IRF-1 upregulates VDR

66 switched IRF-1 represses CD38

68 added IRF-1 represses CD14

70 added IRF-1 represses E2F

74 switched Oct1 represses VDR

78 added Oct1 upregulates AhR

79 added Oct1 upregulates C/EBP↵

83 added Oct1 upregulates AP1 [247]

85 added Oct1 upregulates CD11b

87 added Oct1 upregulates p21

88 added Oct1 represses E2F

89 added Oct1 represses p47phox

95 added AhR upregulates Oct1
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96 added AhR represses AhR

100 switched AhR upregulates PU.1

101 deleted AhR upregulates AP1

103 added AhR represses CD11b

104 added AhR upregulates CD14

106 added AhR upregulates E2F [168]

110 added C/EBP↵ upregulates VDR

113 added C/EBP↵ represses Oct1

118 switched C/EBP↵ represses PU.1

119 added C/EBP↵ upregulates AP1

122 deleted C/EBP↵ upregulates CD14

123 deleted C/EBP↵ upregulates p21

125 added C/EBP↵ upregulates p47phox

126 added C/EBP↵ represses Oct4

136 deleted Gfi-1 represses PU.1

141 deleted Gfi-1 represses p21

142 deleted Gfi-1 represses E2F

143 added Gfi-1 represses p47phox

148 added EGR1 upregulates IRF-1

149 added EGR1 represses Oct1

151 added EGR1 represses C/EBP↵

155 added EGR1 represses AP1

158 deleted EGR1 upregulates CD14

159 added EGR1 upregulates p21

164 deleted PU.1 upregulates VDR

165 deleted PU.1 represses PPAR�

167 added PU.1 represses Oct1

174 added PU.1 upregulates CD38

176 added PU.1 represses CD14

179 deleted PU.1 upregulates p47phox

181 added AP1 upregulates RAR↵

182 deleted AP1 upregulates VDR

183 added AP1 represses PPAR� [258]

185 added AP1 represses Oct1

191 added AP1 represses AP1

193 added AP1 upregulates CD11b

254 added p21 upregulates VDR

257 added p21 upregulates Oct1
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258 added p21 upregulates AhR

261 added p21 represses EGR1

262 added p21 upregulates PU.1

264 added p21 upregulates CD38

270 added p21 upregulates Oct4

272 added E2F represses VDR

273 added E2F represses PPAR�

274 added E2F upregulates IRF-1

275 added E2F represses Oct1

276 added E2F upregulates AhR

281 added E2F represses AP1

283 added E2F represses CD11b

312 added Oct4 represses AhR

314 added Oct4 upregulates Gfi-1

316 added Oct4 upregulates PU.1

317 added Oct4 represses AP1

319 added Oct4 represses CD11b

320 added Oct4 represses CD14

323 added Oct4 upregulates p47phox
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Table B.8: Model Updates for HL60 R38+ cell line with edge number, action,

transcription factor, general effect, target gene, and new references

Edge Number Action Transcription Factor General Effect Target Gene Reference(s)

10 deleted RAR↵ upregulates PU.1

13 added RAR↵ upregulates CD11b

16 added RAR↵ upregulates E2F

18 deleted RAR↵ upregulates Oct4

21 switched VDR upregulates PPAR�

22 added VDR upregulates IRF-1

23 added VDR upregulates Oct1

29 added VDR upregulates AP1 [267]

31 added VDR upregulates CD11b

32 added VDR upregulates CD14 [204]

36 added VDR upregulates Oct4

40 deleted PPAR� upregulates IRF-1

44 added PPAR� upregulates Gfi-1

52 deleted PPAR� upregulates E2F

54 added PPAR� upregulates Oct4

59 added IRF-1 upregulates Oct1

62 added IRF-1 upregulates Gfi-1

63 added IRF-1 upregulates EGR1

64 added IRF-1 upregulates PU.1

69 deleted IRF-1 upregulates p21

71 added IRF-1 upregulates p47phox

76 added Oct1 upregulates IRF-1

81 added Oct1 upregulates EGR1

82 switched Oct1 upregulates PU.1

88 added Oct1 upregulates E2F

90 added Oct1 upregulates Oct4

94 deleted AhR upregulates IRF-1

99 added AhR upregulates EGR1 [169]

100 deleted AhR upregulates PU.1

102 added AhR upregulates CD38

105 added AhR upregulates p21

107 added AhR upregulates p47phox

111 deleted C/EBP↵ upregulates PPAR�

112 added C/EBP↵ upregulates IRF-1
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114 added C/EBP↵ upregulates AhR

116 switched C/EBP↵ upregulates Gfi-1

117 added C/EBP↵ upregulates EGR1

118 switched C/EBP↵ upregulates PU.1

119 added C/EBP↵ upregulates AP1

120 added C/EBP↵ upregulates CD38

125 added C/EBP↵ upregulates p47phox

131 added Gfi-1 upregulates Oct1

132 added Gfi-1 upregulates AhR

133 deleted Gfi-1 upregulates C/EBP↵

135 deleted Gfi-1 upregulates EGR1

139 added Gfi-1 upregulates CD11b

142 deleted Gfi-1 upregulates E2F

150 added EGR1 upregulates AhR

152 deleted EGR1 upregulates Gfi-1

154 added EGR1 upregulates PU.1 [78]

156 added EGR1 upregulates CD38

161 added EGR1 upregulates p47phox

165 switched PU.1 upregulates PPAR�

167 added PU.1 upregulates Oct1

170 added PU.1 upregulates Gfi-1

173 switched PU.1 upregulates AP1

175 deleted PU.1 upregulates CD11b

179 deleted PU.1 upregulates p47phox

183 added AP1 upregulates PPAR� [258]

188 added AP1 upregulates Gfi-1

192 added AP1 upregulates CD38

195 deleted AP1 upregulates p21

256 added p21 upregulates IRF-1

261 added p21 upregulates EGR1

266 added p21 upregulates CD14

269 added p21 upregulates p47phox

270 added p21 upregulates Oct4

274 added E2F upregulates IRF-1

279 added E2F upregulates EGR1

310 added Oct4 upregulates IRF-1

312 added Oct4 upregulates AhR

315 added Oct4 upregulates EGR1
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318 added Oct4 upregulates CD38

320 added Oct4 upregulates CD14
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Table B.9: Model Updates for HL60 R38- cell line with edge number, action,

transcription factor, general effect, target gene, and new references

Edge Number Action Transcription Factor General Effect Target Gene Reference(s)

7 deleted RAR↵ upregulates C/EBP↵

9 switched RAR↵ represses EGR1

14 added RAR↵ represses CD14

16 added RAR↵ upregulates E2F

21 deleted VDR upregulates PPAR�

25 added VDR represses C/EBP↵

26 added VDR represses Gfi-1

29 added VDR represses AP-1 [267]

40 deleted PPAR� upregulates IRF-1

41 switched PPAR� represses Oct1

43 switched PPAR� represses C/EBP↵

46 added PPAR� upregulates PU.1

47 switched PPAR� upregulates AP-1

49 added PPAR� upregulates CD11b

57 added IRF-1 upregulates PPAR�

58 added IRF-1 upregulates IRF-1

62 added IRF-1 represses Gfi-1

63 added IRF-1 represses EGR1

64 added IRF-1 upregulates PU.1

65 added IRF-1 represses AP-1

66 deleted IRF-1 upregulates CD38

67 added IRF-1 upregulates CD11b

70 added IRF-1 upregulates E2F

71 added IRF-1 represses p47phox

73 added Oct1 represses RAR↵ [126]

75 added Oct1 upregulates PPAR�

78 added Oct1 represses AhR

83 added Oct1 represses AP-1 [247]

87 added Oct1 upregulates p21

89 added Oct1 represses p47phox

91 added AhR upregulates RAR↵ [264]

93 added AhR upregulates PPAR�

94 deleted AhR upregulates IRF-1

100 deleted AhR represses PU.1
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101 switched AhR represses AP-1

104 added AhR represses CD14

105 added AhR represses p21

109 added C/EBP↵ upregulates RAR↵

110 added C/EBP↵ upregulates VDR

111 deleted C/EBP↵ upregulates PPAR�

114 added C/EBP↵ upregulates AhR

116 deleted C/EBP↵ upregulates Gfi-1

118 deleted C/EBP↵ upregulates PU.1

119 added C/EBP↵ upregulates AP-1

124 deleted C/EBP↵ represses E2F

125 added C/EBP↵ upregulates p47phox

132 added Gfi-1 represses AhR

133 deleted Gfi-1 represses C/EBP↵

139 added Gfi-1 represses CD11b

140 added Gfi-1 represses CD14

141 deleted Gfi-1 represses p21

146 added EGR1 represses VDR

150 added EGR1 upregulates AhR

156 added EGR1 upregulates CD38

158 deleted EGR1 upregulates CD14

160 added EGR1 represses E2F

162 added EGR1 upregulates Oct4

176 added PU.1 upregulates CD14

178 added PU.1 represses E2F

180 added PU.1 upregulates Oct4

194 added AP-1 represses CD14

195 switched AP-1 represses p21

256 added p21 upregulates IRF-1

263 added p21 upregulates AP-1

266 added p21 represses CD14

269 added p21 represses p47phox

272 added E2F represses VDR

275 added E2F represses Oct1

279 added E2F represses EGR1

283 added E2F upregulates CD11b

309 added Oct4 upregulates PPAR�

317 added Oct4 represses AP-1
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318 added Oct4 upregulates CD38

319 added Oct4 upregulates CD11b

321 added Oct4 upregulates p21

323 added Oct4 upregulates p47phox
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Table B.10: Model Updates for U937 cell line with edge number, action, tran-

scription factor, general effect, target gene, and new references

Edge Number Action Transcription Factor General Effect Target Gene Reference(s)

2 added RAR↵ upregulates VDR

13 added RAR↵ upregulates CD11b

14 added RAR↵ represses CD14

17 added RAR↵ upregulates p47phox

27 added VDR upregulates EGR1

36 added VDR upregulates Oct4

44 added PPAR� upregulates Gfi-1

48 deleted PPAR� upregulates CD38

62 added IRF-1 upregulates Gfi-1

71 added IRF-1 represses p47phox

72 added IRF-1 represses Oct4

73 added Oct1 upregulates RAR↵ [126]

75 added Oct1 represses PPAR�

77 added Oct1 upregulates Oct1 [185]

80 added Oct1 represses Gfi-1

92 added AhR upregulates VDR

96 added AhR upregulates AhR

97 added AhR upregulates C/EBP↵

100 switched AhR upregulates PU.1

103 added AhR upregulates CD11b

106 added AhR represses E2F [168]

110 added C/EBP↵ upregulates VDR

114 added C/EBP↵ upregulates AhR

117 added C/EBP↵ represses EGR1 [100]

119 added C/EBP↵ represses AP-1

129 added Gfi-1 represses PPAR�

137 added Gfi-1 represses AP-1

139 added Gfi-1 represses CD11b

153 added EGR1 upregulates EGR1

170 added PU.1 represses Gfi-1 [143]

178 added PU.1 represses E2F

180 added PU.1 upregulates Oct4

188 added AP-1 upregulates Gfi-1

194 added AP-1 upregulates CD14
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196 added AP-1 upregulates E2F

198 added AP-1 upregulates Oct4

254 added p21 represses VDR

268 added p21 represses E2F

312 added Oct4 represses AhR

317 added Oct4 represses AP-1

320 added Oct4 represses CD14
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